-INSIDEThe women's basketball
team knocked off Boston
University 70-56Wednesday in the Lundholm
Gym. See related story 32.
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New phones to ring
By Cathy McCarron
Bidding among contractors for _department secretary will be
The UNH Telecommunica- Stoke's renovation has not yet connected and will take the
tions Department will replace been finalized, Forbes said.
message.··
the old campus telephone sysShe said the four and a half
The present rotary-style
tem with a new $3,000,000 year program will benefit stu- phones will be replaced with
telephone system to fight in- dents and faculty alike. The new push-button telephones.
creasing costs. Construction will present 1,800 line system ac- Business telephones will have
beg.in next Monday at the comodates 3,200 phones, often a "conference" capability which
Memorial Union Building resulting in busy signals and will allow three party conver(MUB).
aggravation.
sations simultaneously.
Phyllis Forbes, Director of
The new system will enable
Every resid~nce hall will be
Administrative Services, said every computerized phone to wired with new floor phones
the budget, financed over ten have its own number and every and a new alarm system. Only
years, will "put a cap on expect- faculty member's phone to have on-campus phones will be afed phone expenditures." In the an automatic forwarding system
fall of 1980, UNH's phone and _ which, after three rings, the .TELEPHONE, page 24
equipment bill was $25,000 a
month. This year it was more
than $75,000, she said.
She said the University would
run no risk of losing money on
the new system, and should
make money in the long term
future .
Forbes said the initial funding By David Olson
the campus ... We are not preParking on the UNH campus tend,i,ng that there isn't a probfor the project would come form
an outside agency. She would (core parking) will remain about lem.
not specify which agency, how- the same and people should not
He said the event which has
expect any future expansion, brought the most complaints
ever.
She did say the money would said Felix DeVito, UNH Direc- from commuters was the shiftbe paid back monthly by each tor of Facilities Planning.
ing of the traffic away from
"We have and will continue McDaniel Drive by changing
university department using the
to have a walking campus and it to a pedestrian area.
system.
The new project, "AT&T very little core parking," he said.
DeVito said "this was not
DeVito said he looked on the done lightly.It had to be done,
(American Telephone and Telegraph) System 85 ", is sche- problems of parking for com- and it complied with the master
duled for completion by August muters and on-campus students plan."
who owned cars "sympathet15th, 1985.
The master plan was created
The main center will be ically. We didn't look forward in 1969. De Vito said the term
located in the old maintenance to the conflict ... There is a
wing of Stoke Hall's basement. parking problem in the core of PARKING, page 22

No new campus
parking for UNH

Dennis Borges, left won the 8-ball tournament run in the MUB
Games Room earlier this week. Second place went to Ben Brown,
also pictured.(Charles Smith Jr. photo)

Channel 11 ready
to leave the MUB
By Andrea Holbrook
WENH-TV (channel 11) is
moving out of the Memorial
Union Building (MUB).
Architects are putting the last
touches on blueprints, and the
Capitol Campaign-a fund drive
to raise money for a new station-is still in the final planning stages.

Arthur Singer, Channel 11 's
station manager, said "If the
drive goes as planned, we'll
move in 1986 to a Universityowned site in Durham."
He said a· new site has not
been decided on, and he would
not specify which sites in Dur-

CHANNEL 11, page 21

Drunken Students
anger residents
By Julian Brown
Students who live on Young
Drive might not be able to take
the short cut along Cowell Drive
.for much longer since angry
Durham residents are trying to
close off the field to students
who they say are creating vandalism and are trespassing en
route to their homes or parties
·there.

At a Durham town meeting
Monday night fourteen residents presented a petition to
the selectmen requesting that
a six-foot-high fence or similar
barrier be put up to keep people
out of the field, which Cowell
Drive goes through and that a
policeman continuously patrol

DRUNK, page 14

A view into C Lot, on Mill Road. The existing parking lots ·will have t~ suffice because there
will not be any extension or addition in the near future. (Robin Stieff photo)
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Peac eful stud ents
pledg e resis tance
By Kelly Anderson
ing a class on Central America
The Coalition for Disarma- this semester, said he feels the
ment and Peace (CDP) and the pledge is "a manifesto to the
UNH Committee on Central Nicaraguan people that many
America (CCA) have joined Americans share their view that
' forces recently in endorsing the nations, regardless of how small
Pledge of Resistance, a call for and impoverished, have the
protest action in the event of · · right to self-determina tion of
an increase in US military their internal affairs."
involvement in Central AmerStudents also expressed distea.
approval towards the pledge.
The pledge, created by 5 3
"It seems as though there are
religious organizations nation- a lot of radical-type protests
wide, says that the individual going on, and I don't think
will engage in either non- they're doing any good," said
violent civil disobedience or Sarah D::iviP<., ~n ~rt m~jor.
legal protest "if the United
Pete Fetherston, a sophomore
States invades, bombs, sends WSBE student, said "I think
combat troops, or otherwise everyone has a right to speak
significantly escalates its inter- their mind, I just don't know
vention in Central America."
enough about it. You hear
"The current· situation in conflicting stories all the time." .
Nicaragua and El Salvador is · Many student responses reurgent," says NH Pledge Coor- flect a general lack of awareness
dinator David Snyder. "Thou- about US policy in Central
sands are dying ... and tens of America. Karen Roth, a junior
thousands more will die if the psychology major, said, 'Td,.feel
Reagan Administration escal- funny about signing it because
ates this violence into an all- I don't know enough about the
out war."
situation."
The Pledge now has the
There are, however, ways of
official support of 15 NH or- finding out. The Committee on
ganizations, ranging from peace Central America (CCA) meets
groups and religious organizations to concerned citizens. It
was signed by over 45,000
Americans, Snyder said.
Tony Nevin, a UNH psychology professor and CDP member, By Deborah Van Winkle
said he estimates between 40
Expressing thei_r concern for
and 50 UNH students have the draft, three UNH males
signed this pledge.
showed up at the draft Coun"It will make sure people in selor Training Class in the
this country are aware, and that Grafton Room of the MUB last
they have some say in the night.
actions of our military," said
Instructed by Lydia S. Willits,
Terri Slanetz, a member of CDP. who has been trained in draft
Leigh Binford, a visiting counseling since 1967, these
professor at UNH who is teach- men are learning about the draft

Karl Hulska stands atop The War Memorial in downto~n Du~h~~ ·during a protest mar~h
aga~nst nuclear arms escalation last semester.(Charles Smith Jr.photo)
every Tuesday at 12:30 in Horton Rm. 325.
The CCA also sponsors a
Latin American film series,
which includes El Norte and
When The Mountains Tremble,

a film about Guatemala.
"Our central purpose is to
educate people," said Cliff
Wirth, spokesman for the committee.
Arnie Alpert of the NH

pledge group said, "as the
armies of the United States
mobilize to wage war, a nonviolent army of U.S. citizens is
mobilizing to wage peace."

Advi sors taugh t servi ce conc erns
and the Selective Service Law
so that they can teach others
about legal options within the
system.
"We are trying to make people more aware of the draft and
of their options," Willits said.
· ''At no time is it legal for a
counselor to tell someone what
to do," she said. "You cannot
urge him to take stand or say

'no, don't register.' What you
can do is tell them what the law
is."
"I want people to realize that
although registering for the
draft is a law, they should think
about it and realize that maybe
it is an unfair one," said Counselor Trainee Stephen Schultz.
Schultz said he would like to
go back to his high school over

spring break and give a workshop on what he is learning.
Another trainee, Ken Mason
said, "I would like to be a source
of information to someone with
moral and ethical reasons for
not fighting in wars."
The steps to follow when
choosing the stance of "con-

DRAFT, page 24

-NEWS IN BRIEF
PSNH predicts rate hike
Public Service company predicts tripled rate hikes
by the mid-1990's. even j~ Seabrook 1 is _finish~~- .
A scenario filed wtth the Public Uttlmes
Commission by Seabrook's chief owner shows a
kilowatt hour of electricity which costs 8.26 cents
today at 27.05 cents in 1994.
The forecast scenarios were worked out under
"pessimistic assumptions" on the company's future,
said Kathlyne Hadley, PSNH assistant treasurer.

Craig Su_p ply Co., Inc.
pays settleme nt
Durham's Craig Supply Co., Inc. has paid $3,000
in the settlement of a civil claim, according to the
Federal Highway Administration.
The payment comes after charges that the
company violated federal hazardous material
regulations were made.
.
.
Craig Supply transports hazardous materials rn
interstate commerce-.

Haalan d to take part in Navy plane toilet seats
state educati on program
only $100 each

UNH President Gordon Haaland will take part
in an education symposium as part of a state-wide
conference entitled "In Search of Educational
Quality."
The day-long event, scheduled for Match 22, will
focus on five major reports on New Hampshire
education.
Participants will include both education officials
and legislators from throughout the state.

·Legisla ture discuss es
196-yea r old pay bill
Protesto rs circle Capitol

Reagan turns 74
President Ronald Reagan celebrated his 74th
birthday Wednesday, celebrating with his wife Nancy
at a private White House dinner.
.
Reagan is only the second president over the
age of 70; the other was Dwight Eisenh~J"'.'er.
At midday Wednesday, Reagan had received 5,482
cards, over 100 gifts, and many telephone calls.
•J--~--

1 -

Lockheed Corp. told Navy officials it would charge
$100, not $640, per toilet seat for navy P-3 airplanes.
The price cut for the 54 seats will result in a
$29,165 refund for the Defense Department.
The Pentagon has been criticized for paying high
prices for spare parts, including $16,571 for a_ threecubic foot refrigerator for crew snacks and dnnks.

More than 500 anti-apartheid protestors circled
the Capitol during President Reagan's State of the
Union address Wednesday night.
The protestors, wearing placards reading "Freedom in South Africa," called on Reagan and Congress
to impose sanctions against white-ruled Sout_h Africa
until suppression of blacks in that country ends.

The NH House Constitutional and Statutory
Revision Committee thinks Congressperson s should
not get pay raises unless an election intervenes
first.
·
And the proposal which would enforce that stand
has been around since 1789, when it was returned
to the states as U.S. Constitutional amendment.
Ten of the 12 amendments submitted at the time
were ratified and became the Bill of Rights. But
only nine states have approved the proposal on
congressional salaries.
\
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Kari.;. Van extends
half-price fare
By W. Glenn Stevens
"I don't forsee running it any
In an attempt to find out longer than the ninth," said
whether lower fares really have Kilbride.
an affect on ridership, the KariVan bus service has extended •
its half price bus fare of 25 cents
f~om February 2 to Febr~ary 9.
"Basically we wanted to get
a better feel on the lower fare
and what it does to ridership,"
said Nancy Kilbride, Kari-Van
manager.
"We want to see that the cost
has an actual aftect on ridership," said Kilbride.
Larry. Haddock, a UNH junior
and commuter, said, savings

uBasically we wanted
to get a better feel on
the lower far_-e and whai
it does to ridership,"

I

isn't enough co get me to ride."
Kilbride agreed, saying last
week's statistics showed there
was '"no affect" on bus ridership.
There will not be another
extension of the Kari-Van's
lower fare and the normal fare
of 50 cents will be re-instituted
after Feb. 9.

"We don't have any immediate plans to increase ridership," said Kilbride, "we're just
going to try to improve as we
go."

The UNH Gymnastics team performed a tumbling show during halftime of l~tnight's basketball
game. Here they pass a tiny spectator over their heads in joke tumble.(Robin Stieff photo)

Senate awards first $8,000 SAFRA loan to STVN
By Vera Mouradian
The Student Television Network (STVN) has become the
first student organization to
receive a loan from the Student
Activity Fee Reserve Account
(SAFRA).
During the Feb. 3 Student
Senate meeeting, STVN's proposal for the $8,200 loan was
introduced and passed unanimously.
STVN plans to use the loan
money to buy a new editing
system-the sony 5800 Series
Editor.
The former system, which is
about five years old, was wearing
down due to a cleaning problem
and a room situation problem,
said Station Manager Michael
Blood.
"Moisture, cold, and dust were
getting into the system and
wearing it down," he said.
A well-functioning editing
system is needed, Blood said,
because without the editing
system no programming could
be produced.
The loan comes from SAFRA,
which is a common fund from
which all the student organizations may draw.
Prior to SAFRA, student
organizations which were under
budget were allowed to keep
unspent money from their previous year's budget or Past Years
Account (PYR) .
Now each organization is
allowed to keep up to 10% of
its operating budget in PYR's,
the rest 1s put into SAFRA from
cornmon use.
SAFRA funds are issued as
loans and grants. Loans must
be paid back with 10% interest.
The loan itself will be paid for
out of STVN's operating
budgets for the next two years;
STVN will receive its budget
request minus about half the
loan for the next two years. The
interest on the loan will be
included in the Student Activity
Fee for the next two years.
The determination by which
an qrganization gets a gr-ant as

opposed to a loan is based on
the circumstances for which it
is needed.
For instance, if an organization finds it must replace equipment which was used by past
students of the university and
which was paid for out of past
Student Activity Fee (SAF)
money, that organization may
qualify for a grant.
If the organization applies
for money with the intention
of purchasing new equipment
which will be used by future
students, the money must be
taken as a loan.
John Davis, student body
president, said it is "unfair to
make future students pay for
past mistakes."
The fee however, is paid by
future students who will benefit
in the future from the student
organizations, therefore the
loan interest will be charged to
them.

SAFRA is meant to help
make student organizations
more fiscally responsible, said
Brian Shea, chairperson of
SAFC (Student Activity Fee
Council).
SAFRA is also an attempt to
keep any future increases to the
SAF, which is currently $44 per
year, to a minimum by providing
funds for unexpected problems
the student organizations may
encounter during the year.
Without SAFRA, any unforeseen problems an organization
might encounter during the year
would come up in the following
year's budget request for SAF
money, Shea said.
Blood said SAFRA is a good
idea because "without the SAFRA loan, STVN would have
been unable to pay for the
needed _e diting system immediately.
The SAFRA loan made the
purchase p()ssible. "STVN re-

quested the loan," he said,
"because we felt it was not a
grant situation and we can
afford the loan."
A few student organizations
will be applying for SAFRA
grants as well. These grants are
to be used "to bring organizations which currently_ have

negative PYR levels back to at
least zero," Davis said.
Their current debts are due
to mistakes of the past and
therefore they qualify for the
grants, he said. However, after
the end of this fiscal year, (which
STVN, page 22

Commute r senat_o rs
lose four seats
By Lisa Sinatra
The Student Senate of the
University of New Hampshire
unanimously passed a resolution
Sunday night changing the
proportions of voting senators
for residence halls, commuters
and the Greek system.
This resolution removed four
senatorial positions from commuters, adding one position to
the Greek system and adding
two to residence halls, one from
the University Apartment Complex (UAC) and one from Babcock Hall. Commuters now have
only 19 senators while residence
halls have 30 and the Greek
system four to combine for the
53 senators which form the
Student Senate.
Davis said the reason for the
changes in the number of commuter senators was the decline
of students living off campus.
Davis said of the almost
10,000 undergraduates attending UNH, about 5,900 live in
residence halls. This number
represents 64 percent of the
student body.

· These percentages are used
in determining how the senators
are divided into the different
hree of the students participating in the Washington Intern · living areas.
Davis said since 1981, three
Program at WSBE. (LtoR) John Manning who worked with more fraternities with houses
Merrill Lynch, Brian Day, FDIC and Brian Hall,IBi. (Charles have been added to the campus.
Smith photo)

He said there will be more
students moving to fraternities
and sororities in the next few
years.
Every Greek and commuter
senator represents 170 students,
while each residence hall has
one senator. Davis said only
Greeks that live in their fraternities and sororities are represented by Greek senators. The
brothers and sisters who live
in residence halls are represented by the halls' senators.
A few of the existing fraternities are not yet housed in a
permanent facility. Theta Chi
and Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternities are living temporarily in
apartment buildings, not designated as fraternity houses.
Phi Kappa Theta and Alpha
Tau Omega fraternities own
houses but they have plans to
build new facilities for their
members. Phi Kappa Theta will
house 50 members and Alpha
Tau Omega will house 54. The
Greek system needs more than
170 members combined to obtain another senator when they
move into their new houses.
They have only 104.
Davis said he is pleased with
this resolution. "This is how
it has to be done to work."
"The resolution is a simple
equation to allow every student
t<;> be represented as mu~!:i-~s _
possible," he said.

PAGE FOUR
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Th e Inquiring Ph oto gra ph er As ks:
buesti on: "Wha t dj
you think about the
Sandy Winer, Premed gradua te- ult' s terrible ... I can never find a
parkin g place near to
where I'm going. A parking · garage would help
immens ely if it were ceniratty located. rd definite ly
push for a parking garage."

. John Burger, Durham
reside nt- rrl'm quite satisfied with the parking
availab le on campus ... A
parkin g garage isn't
needed, and it's unrealistic
to think that the UNH
Adminis tration would foot
the bill for cne."

presen t_ amou nt of
parkin g availa ble on
the UNH campus? Do
you think a parkin g
Mike Camire , freshgarag e would really
man
Forest Resour ce
help the parkin g situamajor-rrMy friend is a visrion?"
I itor (to UNH) and we
don't know where we can
park her car... It'd be a lot
easier in the winter (to
have a parking garage) ,
although it may be a little
expensi ve."

Mary Pitman, sopho:more Busines s major - rrl
know (parking) is a problem for some of my friends,
but it doesn't really affect
me ... A parking garage
would probab_ly be goo_d if
it was in a good location;
within walking distance."

-N Hm ak es
mo ney
off UN H
By Jim Bumpus
A study by a UNH economis t
revealed that the Universi ty
contribu ted $ 50.6 million to
New Hampshi re's economy last
year.
Economics Professor Robert
Puth said the Universi ty was
pleased with the results of the
study ahd hoped that they would
produce a favorabl e image of
UNH in the state legislature.
"These figures are not overstated ... They are understa ted,
if anything, " said Puth.
Puth attributed much of this
sum to out-of-state students.
"An out-of-st ate student is
like a summer tourist except he
pays $9000 a year," he said.
The study estimate s that
during fiscal year 1983-84, New
Hampshi re gained $29. 7 million
directly from '-(}On-re sident
UNH students , out-of-s tate
financial aid, federal research
grants, and purchase s mc1.de
from visitors outside the state.
Puth and doctoral candidate
Jamal Nahavand i, of the Whittemore School of Business and
Economic s (WSBE), arrived at
the $50.6 million figure by using
an economic impact multiplie r
to gauge the "ripple" effect of
income fro m non-New Hamp-

Lisa Santagate, senior
Commu nicatio ns majorrrThere isn't enough parking ... There's too few spaces for the people who
commu te and the (par.king) tickets are too much.
(Having a parking garage)
would be a zoo; it'd be a
novelty , but confusi ng ...
It'd be a mess."

Bo ok s
pri ced
too high

Participants in an Airband contest 'rocked' the MUB Pub last ilight.(Charles Smith
Jr. photo)
shire sources.
The "ripple" effect uncovered
an estimated $3.7 million in tax
revenues created by UNH, it~
students , visitors, and employees. These revenues reduced
the state's contribu tion ~o the
Universi ty from $22.2 million
to $18.5 million.
For every dollar the state
invests, UNH generates about
$2.73 for the state economy ,
Purh said.
He said this figure is up from
last year, when UNH produced

about $2.60 for every state lations. Savage and Puth are
dollar.
consolid ating informat ion gaThe study is much more thered from the same study done
refined and accurate this year, at Plymout h State and Keene
Puth said. For instance , the State College.
study determin ed that approx"We want to convey to the
imately $169,000 is accumulated members of the general court,
by out-of-st ate student appli- the governor , and the citizenry
cations.
that higher educatio n in New
"The Universit y charges $25 Hampshi re is a major industry,"
for saying 'no, you can't come Savage said.
here'," he said.
Savage said he hopes to presPuth was asked to do the study ent as much informa tion as
by Eugene Savage, the vice
chancell or for Un ive rsi ty R ~- MONEY , page 24

By Ed Garland
The Barnes-& Noble Bookstore overchar ged the 10 students in Math 622 $12.20 for
their math books.
The text, Mathema tics: An
Informal Approach was mistakenly priced at $40 by the bookstore. The book actually costs
$27.80.
"The book was shipped directly from the bindery at a price
of about $31. The bookstor e
thought it was the list price,"
said Dr. Albert Bennett, instructor of the course and co-author
of the text.
Leonard T. Nelson, professor
of mathema tics at Portland
State Universi ty, also helpeJ
write the book.
"Most students have gotten
their refunds already," Bennett
said.
"All the students have to do
is bring in the book and we'll
give them a refund," said Glen
Hoyle, assistant manager at
Barnes & Noble.
Hoyle said Dr. Bennett noticed the error in price and
informed the bookstor e. The
bookstor e then corrected the

B~OKST ORE, page 14
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Non-sexi st rule aids women
By Francoise von Trapp
Linguistics instructor, Cinthia
Gannett, says the Non-Sexist
Language Policy is a sign of
progress for UNH women.
"It got all of you here didn'.t
it?" she said, gesturing to the
entirely female audience which
packed the HillsboroughSullivan room Wednesday.
Gannett based her support
for the policy around the importance· of language in society.
Quoting an Arab proverb, she
said, "Language is a steed that
carries one into a free country."
Gannett explained that because language is "man-made"
it is not without fault. She said
"man-made" also meant the
male gender.
The English language, there- ·
fore, was shaped by men's needs,
she said.
First a generic term, the word
"man" has evolved to refer to
the masculine. Thus, "man's"
generic uses have become demeaning to women, she said.
"Lan ua e is all of ours " said

Gannett, "and we all have a right
to create it." She said that the
policy does not demand new
generic terms, just a non-sexist
use of existing words.
The policy states that UNH
"discourages the use of language
and illustrations that reinforce
inappropriate and demeaning
attitudes, assumptions, and
stereotypes about sex roles."
The document includes a set of
guidelines for usage of nonsexist language.
Where both sexes apply, use
a generic term, or use "she" and
"he" intermittantly, the policy
says. When the use of "man"
denotes power or authority, use
a generic term. If the sex is
known, use it, if not, use a

who worked on it are satisfied.
The policy, as many think,
was not the work of only the
Women's Commission, although Cindy Leerer of the
Commission, started it. It then
gained approval of President
Haaland, the Academic Council,
and the Student Senate. It was
reviewed by all, and voted on
unanimously.
"Clearly, it is the joint effort
of the entire University community," Gannett said.
Gannett joked that the "best
examples" of criticism come
from the UNH Herald.
She cited some examples
from the Sept. 17 issue. The
editorial claimed the policy
offended -one's sensibilities in

generic term jr says . Thu~, we

ma1:in.g a big issue out of -what

FRIDAY, February 8
·
Last day to add courses without Dean's approval and without
$10 late add fee.
·
Last day to drop courses or withdraw without academic liability.
Last day to choose pass/fail grading alternative.
Last day to carry more than twenty credits without a surcharge.
BASKETBALL: Women vs. Brooklyn. Lundholm Gym, 7
p.m.
HOCKEY: Women vs. Boston University. Snively Arena,
7 p.m.
MUSO Presents: The "New Models." MUB PUB, 8 p.m.

SATURDAY, February 9
GYMNASTICS: Women's UNH Invitational with Pitt, North
Carolina St., Denver. Lundholm Gym, 1 p.m.
Ml.TSO FILM : "The Big Chill," MUB PUB, 9 p.m. Student.,

$ 1.75; Non-Students $2.50.

have a chairwoman, chairman, is almost a non-issue.
or chairperson.
Prof. Charles Jellison was
Gannett said-the res pons es quoted as saying "It's a bunch
of confounded foolishness. It's
to the policy have been mixed.
The National Press and the -~ very dangerous policy. It could
Boswn Globe have praised the
policy and acclaimed it as a POLICY, page 24
pro ressive document. Those

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 10
MUSO FILM: "On the Waterfront," Strafford Room, MUB,
7 & 9:30 p.m.
HOCKEY: Men vs. Providence. Snively Arena, 7:30 p.m.

MONDAY, February 11
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: "Romance in the

Donors Room." Granite State Room,MUB, fO a.m.-3 p.m:

Through FRIDAY, February 15.
CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOP: Matching Your
Interests and Values to Majors and Careers. Hillsborough
Room, MUB 3-4:30 p.m.
JAZZ SERIES: Jack Burner: "No Easy Pieces." Jack Burner
first played here in 1981, and has returned several times
in instrumental combinations. Strafford Room, MUB, 8 p.m.

TUESDAY, February 12
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: Films: "The Great Thaw
(part of the series "Civilization" narrated by Sir K. Clark)

and "Chartres." Room 216, Hamilton Smith Hall, 11 a.m.-

12:30 p.m. Free Admission.·

·

BASKETBALL: Women vs. Harvard. Lundholm Gym, 7 p.m.

The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our off ices are located in Room
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Busines.s
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription:
$20.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
responsible for typographical or other errors, but will reprint that part
of an advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire,
151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine.

Cindy Leerer, center, Chairwoman of the UNH President's Commission on the Status of
Women headed a conference on non-sexist language Wednesday.(Robin Stieff photo)

NH OUTING CLUB
UPCOMING
TRIPS AND EVENTS
Feb.9

X-Country Winter Ca:rnival Ski Race; College
Woods
Feb. 10
Downhill Ski Day Trip;
Gunstock
XC/Telemark
Ski WeeFeb. 15-17
kend; Franconia Notch,
Cannon
Feb.,;22-24
Pemigewasset Wilderness Snowshoe Trip
Feb. 25-Mar. 1 Army/Navy surplus/ equipment sale. Ser1ate Room MU B

Mar. 8-10
Mar. 16-23

Get More
f The White
For Less
Of The Green

XC/Backpack Trip; Bald
Face Maine
Spring Break Sailing
Week; Florida Keys

$5

Apr. 5-7
April Fools Trip
Apr. 12-14 Tuckerman's Ravine Trip
Apr. 19-21 Whitewater Rafting Trip
Apr. 26-28 Coast of Maine Bike Trip
Apr. 26-28 Beginner/ Intermediate
Canoe Trip
May 3-5
Bike Trip; Green Mountains, Vermont

on all day, all un ~ ~ ! ~ r o
Friday, non-holiday weeks. Not appli•
cable to specials and package plans.
Limit one per customer. Present at ticket window.
Good 1984-85.

NH

Kayak Rolling Sessions will be scheduled in February. Other trips have not
been yet scheduled, and other events will be posted on our bulletin board,
outside rm. 129 M UB. Signup for trips at lunchtime in our office, Rm. 129
M UB. We also have cross-country skis, and other equipment available for
rental. Questions? Give us a call: 862-2145.
I

C •

'

f

t _, I

J.

f .o r a free color brochure write:
Gun.stock. P.O. Box 336, Laconia. N.H. 03247. (603) 293-4341.
Take exit 20 off 1-93 to Rt. 1 lA. Gilford. N.H.
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OTICES

NOTICE
Please be advised that all vehicles parked on
University of New Hampshire property, must
display a valid parking permit. Applications for
parking permits are available at the Traffic Services
Office in O'Connell House. Any person displaying
a stolen or altered parking permit, shall be issued
a $50.00 traffic citation, and be subject to having
his/her parking privileges removed for the balance
of the academic year.
If you have ~ny questions regarding parking
or traffic matter, please call 862-1427. Thank
you.
COMPUTER SERVICES
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed
below. Registratio n is required. Call 862-3527 or
stop by Ropm 2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5
, charge for non-USNH personnel. All courses are
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated. ·
,:WORD-PR OCESSING SEMINAR SERIES: Provides information on scientific word-t>_rocessin.e:
p~ckages avalfabi~ tor microcomputers. Familiarity
with use of a microcomp uter will be assumed.
Wednesday, February 13 from 2 to 4 p.m.
ACADEMIC
WASHING s[ON INTERNSH IP GROUP INFORMATION MEETING : Sponsored by Barbara
Coakley, Washington , D.C. Representa tive from
Washington Center will be here to answer questions.
Tuesday, February 12, Room 314, McConnell , 5
to 7 p.m.
CLUBS AND ORGANIZ ATION·s
CAMPUS GAY ALLIANCE : Coffee house get
together coming soon. New people always welcome.
If you have a guitar please bring it and your spirit.
For more information about discussion group or
activities, including peer counseling , write to
Campus Gay Alliance, Room 126, Memorial Union.
Your desire for confidentiality will be respected.
FORESTRY CLUB MEETING: Important matters
to be discussed and scheduled activities to be
announced. Monday, February 11, Room 209,James,
6:30 p.m.
-

INTER-VA RSITY CHRISTIA N FELLOWS HIP
MEETING : Speaker, Paul Sorrentino . Friday,
February 8, Memorial Union, 7:30 to 9 p.m.
STUDENT NURSES' SUPPORT GROUP: Sponsored by Student N,urse Organizatio n and Counseling and Testing. Sharing and coping with unique
pressures of student nurses. Relaxation techniques,
clarificatio n and reduction of stress. Tuesday,
February 12, Counseling and Testing Center,
Schofield House, 6:45 p.m.

FLORIDA KEYS SPRING BREAK SAILING
PRETRIP MEETING: Sponsored by NH Outing
Club. Final meeting for trip preparation . Tuesday,
February 12, Senate Room, Memorial Union, 7
p.m.
TELEMAR K XC/DOWN HILL SKIING WEEKEND: Sponsored by NH Outing Club. Ski Cannon
Mountain, cross country ski through Franconia
Notch. February 15-17. Sign up in Room 129,
NHOC Office, Memorial Union, at pretrip meeting,
Wednesday, February 13, at 5 p.m.

ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
UNH WOMEN'S INDOOR SOCCER TOURNAMENT: Sponsored by Departmen t of Recreational
Sports. Teams participati ng: UNH, UConn,
UVermont , Boston -College, Keene State, URI,
Brown, Harvard. Sunday, February 10, Field House,
12:30 to 9:30 p.m.
MEN'S VOLLEYBALL MATCH: Sponsored by
Departmen t of Recreationa l Sports Departmen t.
UNH vs. Tufts University. Thursday, February
14, Field House, 8:30 p.m.
CAREER
MUB INFORMA TION TABLE: Sponsored by
Career Planning and Placement. Monday, February
11, Balcony, Memorial Union, 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
MATCHIN G YOUR INTEREST S AND VALUES
TO MAJORS AND CAREERS :· Sponsored by .
Career Planning and Placement. Monday, February
11 , Hillsborou gh Room, Memorial Union, 3 to
4:30 p.m.
JOB SEARCH FOR T EACHERS : Sponsored by
Career Plannng and Placement. Monday, February
11, Room 203, Huddleston, 6 p.m.
RESUME WRITING WORKSHO P: Sponsored
by Career Planning and Placement. Tuesday,
February 12, Forum Room, Library, 6 p.m.
HEALTH
WEIGHT CONTROL PROGRAM : Sponsored by
Health Services. Sensible guide to losing weight,
utilizing Behavior Modification Techniques. Gain
control over your weight and other aspects of your
life as well. Initial interview required. Wednesday,
beginning February 13 from 2 to 4 p.m. For more
,information, 862-1806.
SUMMER JOB FAIR: Sponsored by Career
Planning and Placement. Over 60 employers from
various businesses, resorts, restaurants , camps
and recreation and parks department s about many ·
kinds of summer jobs and internships. Wednesday,
February 27, Granite State Room, MUB, 9:30 to
4p.m.

Bab coc k dir ecto r
clea r of cha rge s

By Michel Lafantano
said, "all the charges hact no
After a semester of allega- validity." He also said that after
tions, complaint s, comments , a meeting which' involved Hart,
and a Residen tial Life- Bennett, Weiss, and Anne
sponsored review, Babcock Miller, the Area III co-ordinator,
House has finally settled back it was decided the allegation s
into its peaceful existence.
were ungrounde d, This is where
the situation concernin g Hart
Babcock House (which reended.
quires cl.at its residents be 20,
the legal drinking age, and is
Hart said no formal grievance
occupied predomina ntly by gradwas
filed against him because
uate students) and its director
there were no basis for the
Paul Hart became the focus of
charges against him.
three articles in The NewHamp The Grievance Procedure on
shire last semester. The articles
began when two Babcock res- page 71 of the Caboodle says
idents, UNH students Jeff Ben- formal grievence may be filed
nett and Mark Weiss, lodged any time a student believes that
complaints agamst Hart tollow- he r/ his rights, as outlined in
ing a party which was held on the Declaratio n of Rights and
the fifth floor lounge of Babcock Responsib ilities, have been
violated.
House.
Bennett and Weiss had comSince the allegation s were
plained Hart had shown, "a
determined
to be false, no rights
reckless disregard for the students in his (Hart's) care." (The were violated and no grievence
New Hampshire Oct. 23, 1984) filed.
Miller said the whole situaBennett and Weiss also cited
three Universit y rules which tion ended in her office with the
informal meeting. She said this
Hart had allegedly broken.
Bennett, who is now running is standard procedure before a
for Student Trustee, was un- formal grievance is filed.
available for comment.
BABCOC K, page 28
In a recent interview, Hart

CLASS RING SALES

GENERAL
FRIENDS OF THE RUHANI MISSION: Sundays,
Hanover Room, Memorial Union, 6 p.m.
LUNCH ON US: Sponsored by Non-Tradit ional
Student Program. Bring a soda and $1 for Oxfam,
. and we'll provide soup and sandwiches . Tuesday,
February 12, 17 Rosemary Lane, Underwood House,
noon.
VALENTIN E MAKING PARTY: Sponsored by
Non-Tradi tional Student Program. Come have
fun! Stories, food, paper, scissors and sticky glue.
Parents invited too. Saturday, February 9, 17
Rosemary Lane, Underwood House, 10 to 11:30
a.m.
.SELF-DEFENSE FOR WOMEN: Sponsored by
Office of Student Activities. Emphasizes various
practical measures women can take to repel an
assailant as well as explanatio n of legalities of
self-~efens e. Instructor, Jim Faria, former state
police offic~r and instructor of self-defense, martial
arts program, State Police Academy. Wednesdays,
Hillsborou gh/Sullivan Room, Memorial Union,
7 to 9 pm. beginning February 20 to April 3. No
Class, March 20, Spring Break. Fee is $15. Register
beginning February 13, Room 126, Memorial Union,
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Class limited to 20. Call 862-1001
for more information.

Today, February 8th
10:00 AM-3:0 0 PM
Memorial Union Building
$1 o.bo Deposit
Sponsor ed by SENIOR KEY HONOR SOCIETY

How to score
a loto f poin~s with
a single basket.
Get a jump on Valentine's
Day. Send the FTD®

Flower Basket

TM

Bouquet

a few days early. Beautiful
flowers in a ceramic
basket accented
with pink hearts. Call
your FTD Florist
today. Because this
is one basket you
don't want to miss.

Valentine's Week is February 8-14.
The FTD Flower Basket •• Bouquet is usually less than $22.50.
As independent retailers, Members of the FTD Floral Network
set their own prices. Service charges and delivery may
be additional.
® Registered trademark of Florists' Transworld Deiivery Association.

-·,r.,

LJ I\ ilnl-'~H l~-, r::

THE MANY FACES OF THE CHURCH IN
BOSTON:
ITS PEOPLE AND ITS MISSION
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Pl KAPP A ALPHA

Experience the Urban Church in Action
March 15-:--19, 1985
Friday
March 15

Saturday
March 16

Travel to lloston
Cultur~~ifJi:~~:/;i/::;;_

· s from various

Sunday
March 17

uMeet the Pike Challenge"

OPEN RUSH
~!:

t::: •-·• ... .,;·:-;,: .., . .,
Informationa:l-m.e.~sjg,g:
1

❖'

~.--ww<~·;;:.,,<w•,,<'_.,:!1;:;;};,s;,,, /' .
..,,,,_,,> :·,·
Tues. Feb:_12, 12:3~!..Ji!Jfapg,rouglr'Room, MUB
Total cost: $60-includes roo·in, board, program, fees transportation
Apply with $25 deposit by Friday March 1 to:

UNITED CAMPUS MINISTRY
Wolff House
Durham, NH
862-1165

;

•

CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTER
6 Madbury Rd.
Durham, NH
862-1310

FEB. 7, 11, & 13
8-lOPM

5 STRAFFORD AVE.
PIKE: THE FRATERNITY
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When was the last time you saw thr~e
·red ·beetles in a row, climbed Mt Rushmore flew south in a 747, or danced naked
across' the President's lawn singing
·(Holiday in Cambqdia:• ·

WUNH
CAN HELPI
.

.

.

Come to o·u r

· ------ - - . ·---.:-:---~People S-·Meeting -~- ·:- _--:Wed. Feb 13, 7:00-p.~.
in the Hillsboroug
h Sullivan _
Room of ·t he :M UB

MYLAR. BALLOONS
ARE
NON.- FATTENING .AND LAST FOR WEEKS
· ,_ -:- ~ ...ORDER YOUR ----~-~ _
. · ·.. BOUQUET EARLY ·· _...

FOR V ALENTIN£'S PAY
·.

- ~

-·

.

g > ~ -'-~- .· .

"'

If

you're interested In being ~- DJ,
·Sportscaster or Newsperson; bring a pen.

-~

• •

,.

~~"',j·

•

;;'

1

DURHA_M,

·52 MAIN ST~
868-6383

Here at.New England's premiere full-line
department store, we've g_ot room at
the top for aggressive, career-minded
candidates.
Executive trainees are Introduced to the
world of retailing through a
comprehensive 12-week program
combining on-the-job training with
classroom seminars.
•

0 -PEN
TO
ALL

STUDENTS

For further information about·Fqll
Internships, and our Executive .Training
Program, please join us for.~an ·_
informational presentation -on:

Monday, March-4, 8:00p.ni.

·Forum Room,:Utvo~
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Remme group

awards frat

THE IUHITTEIIIORE SCHOOL
'

By Beth Gideon
Association, based in Waltham,
A non-profit organization Mass., presented the fraternity
awarded Sigma Beta Fraternity with a plaque of appreciation
a special award for donations and a special word of thanks.
The Remme Association,
and support for helping handicapped children and the el- which means "Remember Me,"
derly.
SIGMA BETA, page 12
Last Sunday night the !!!!!!!1!!!!111,__
Remme_ _ _ _ _ _ _--i=

.

is acceptjng intercollege transfers between Feb 6 and Feb 16

.
.
.
- :,.
lnfon1:1a¥on and applications are availabl~ at the group
meetings scheduled: ·
.

.

Mon 3:30- :00 McC 21
Tue 8:30 a.m.-9:00 a.m. McC 308
Wed 8:30 a.m.-9:00 a.m. McC 216
Thur 2:00-2:30 MiC 206
Fri-1:30-2:00 McC2l6
*Last group meeting is Feb: 21st Thurs. -

For further :info~ation, _
please stop in the Advising office
McC 120 or ~call 862-:3885.
.

'

-r------~._.~-----------~------,-.~-------~~--·
- --~-1
. '.
.
..,
-

<

?

I
. I ; ·-

-

.

•

'

•

.

--.

Sigma Beta Fraternity received an award-last week for their
wo~k with the ha~dicapp~d.(Charles Smith Jr. photo)

- .A:~A:=::s:~::~,•···-. rt0-1___...:
··~ - ": .GNE
US TIME .- ~
. . -YOUR LOB~
'+·<-·

-

~~~~

A

VALENTINE'S

DAY
on

· RECEPTION

:
I

I
I
I
I

February 13, 1985
from
4:00p.m.-7:00p.m.
at the
Faculty Center

Last day of sign ups for
yearbook portraits
SENIORS!

If you've gone to college on a
National Direct Student Loan, a Guaranteed Student Loan or a Federally
Insured Student Loan made after
October 1, 197 5, and your loan is not
in default, here's a way to get your loan
repaid.
Use the Army's Loan Repayment
program. Each year you serve on active
cluty reduces your indebtedness by
one-third or $1,500, whichever amount
is greater. In a three-year enlistment,
you eliminate _your debt.
Additionally, you could learn a
valuable skill and take advantage of
many other Army opportunities. Ifyou
have the time, we have th~ money.
Check it out with your Army Recruiter.
US Army

1

.

i
l

I
I
Recruiting Station I

5 Locust Street
Dover, NH

:

749-0441

Stop by MUB,. Rm. _125" today

ARMY■

BEALLYOU Cf.N BE~

Don't be left out of your yearbook.

Today is the last day.

~L~---------------------------------------~-1
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•

••

Coff~el1ouse
An Entertain ment Alternati ve
presents

''Open Mike" Night
featuring

Room 7L Devine Hall
Saturday, Feb. 9th
Interested Musicians can meet before
8:00 p.m.

Funded by PFO
Free Admission

Acacia Fraternity

LAST
OPEN
RUSH

Monda y Feb. 11

8:00-1 0:00 p.Dl.
Refres hment s
will be served

-WHY ACACIA?

. -Acacia _offers the undergraduate male the opportunity for a
more enjoyable, active, and fulfilling college career. Acacia will · _ _
allow you to become involved in a variety of activities that you
may otherwise never experience. The Acacia brotherhood offers --___ --- -- -----,...---- ·
. friendship and support which will last long after your college ca-_ . ___ :_-:~~--reer has ended.
-Wiiiners of 2 out of 5 National Acacia Conclave Awards
-Members of varsity athletic teams
-Home of the Student Body President
-Competitive inframural sports teams

=---:_:---~~=-~:~~

, ,'7~ Sµ,u:t ol ~ ' '
!•:,

COME FIND OUT MORE-...
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Japan group forms at UNH
By Ken Fish
The new Japan Society of
UNH wants to bring the Japanese culture into perspective
for University students and the
Durham community.
Andrew Horton, a senior
interested in geography ~rnd
anthropology, is the president
of the Japan Society and said he
wants to "promote the ideals
of the Japanese culture."
'Tm just feeling the job out
now," he said, adding that he
hoped he could bring back the
members of the old Japanese
Club together to form a nucleus
to get the society off the ground.
Horton said the society would

Its main character is a Japanese
salesman portrayed as a "born
loser," Horton said. He is shown
going through a series of confusing, comical adventures and
misunderstandings.
Horton said even though the
film had no English subtitles,
its humor was universally un·
derstood.
Associate Professor of Philosophy and Chairperson of the
Philosophy Department Yutaka
Yamamoto said the name of the
Japan Society of UNH was
changed from the Japanese Club
because the name of the Japanese Club "carries the idea that
it's just for Japanese exchange

society

students . " Yamamoto s::ii,-1 the

through a series of films and
lectures to students.
He said the first film may be
shown Feb. 21. Although the
first film had not been definitely
decided upon, he suggested the
Otokowa Tsurai Yo film series
would be shown.
The "Pink Dragon" is the title
of one of the films in the series.

club had sponsored several
interesting activities during the
past year.
"Last semester, we had a party
at a club member's house ... we
went on a one day tour to Boston
to visit a restructured Japanese
home and we sponsored a lecture series on the peg-and-post
construction of .Japanesee tern-

introduce Japanese

ples," he said.
Yamamoto said he went to
Japan last year and made videotape recordings of different
segments of Japanese culture.
On one tape, he said he filmed
the tattoos covering the body
of a member of Japan's largest
gangster organization, the
Yamaguchi-gumi.
This O!."ganization is the Japanese version of the Mafia.
Yamamoto said the
Yamaguchi-gumi consider themselves modern day Robin
Hoods, although they deal in
prostitution, theft and selling
drugs.
Despite the potential for
student interest; Horton said,
"If rhere isn'c any i11tt:1t:~L (iu
the society), we just wop.'t fight
for it."
Yamamoto said the society
would probably attract two
groups of people: those who
spoke Japanese and wanted to
practice their language skills
in a group and those students
who wanted an understanding
of what Japanese culture is.

I

Today is Last Day to:
-Add classes without a $1 O late fee.
-Drop classes without
academic liability
-Carry more that 20 credits
without a surcharge

Matchin g Your Interest s
. and Values to Majors and -Careers

The New Hampshire

Mon., Feb. 11

3:00-4:30 p.m.
Hillsborough Room

MUB
_Program Sponsored by
Career Planning & Placeme~t
Service

The Brothers of
Saint Basil's School
preached against vice,
lust and disrespect.
But that
never stopped
,these guys.

THE STRAFFOR D HOUSE
and THE STRAFFOR D MANOR

SPECIAL
STUDENT RENTALS
AT 10% DISCOUNT

with deposit maqe
and lease signed
ACCOMMODATI ONS
Single anp Double occupancy rooms
Electric heat with individual thermostats
Wall to wall carpeting
All rooms completely furnished
Refrigerator, stove, and sink in each room
Telephone and television jacks
Parking· available
Laundromat
Lounge area
Year-round Patio
The Strafford House and The Strafford Manor are located
in the heart of Durham, N.H. with all the facilities of the
University of New Hampshire within walking distance.

Rental Office at
The
Strafford House

868-2192
14 Strafford Ave.
Durharn, N.H.

Heaven help us
If God had wanted them to be angels, He would have given them wings.
HBO PICTURES IN ASSOCIATION WITH SILVER SCREEN PARTNERS PRESENTS
A MARK CARLINER-DAN WIGUTOW PRODUCTION HEAVEN HELP US
ANDREW McCARTHY·MARY STUART MASTERSON ·KEVIN DILLON
MALCOLM DANARE •KATE REID· WALLACE SHAWN
JOHN HEARD AS TIMOTHY AND DONALD SUTHERLAND·MUS~~ JAMES HORNER
wR,nrv CHARLES PURPURA. PRODUC~~ DAN WIGUTOW AND MARK CARLINERi
DIRECT~~ MICHAEL DINNER
RESTRICTED ~

R

UNDER 17 REQUIRES ACCOMPANYING
@
PARENT OR ADULT GUARDIAN

A TRI-STAR
RELEASE

©1985Tri-StarPictures. STA
All Rights Reserved. " c Tu u ,

STARTS FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8 AT
A SPECIALL Y SELECTED THEATRE
NEAR YOU.
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TASk TIP OF THE DAY:
For the best notes, be brief. Use abbrevia tions
and avoid writing in full sentences~ Translat e
· into your own words whenever possible.

fJI A Dozen ways to say
1 Love You

\9

Send a bouquet
of Long Stem Cookies
Order early at the

Coo kie Jar
COLLEGE CONSORTIUM FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

-------SIGMA BETA------(continued from page 9)
started in 1957. It's founder and
· Sigma Beta decided to support
"Somethi ng like this helps
president, Dick Randall, started the Remme Associatio n since us as a fraternity
too," said
the operation at the age of they were-look ing to support Ferraris.
eighteen.
The organizati on arrived in a needy cause. Berardino had
Berardino said the money the
a coach they use for transpor- been involved with the associfraternity
had donated went, in
tation of the handicapp ed and ation before and suggested the
part, last summer to help a
the elderly. This deluxe coach group to the frater1:1ity.
mentally- retarded boy go to
is supported in part by monies
''We know exactly where out- summer camp. Berardino said
donated by the Sigma Beta
the summer camp ws supported
fraternity.
. . money is .going," said Aarron by the Remme Association. · ·
Ferraris. Ferraris explained the
The Remme Association pro- charity operate~ .anly on donav ides free transporta tion and
Ferraris said the association
recreation for handicappe d peo- tions and all of its employees usually receives donations of
are volunteers, with the excep- fifty dollars or less.
ple th~oughout New England.
Fraternity Treasurer Rick tion of a full-time secretary.
Berardino said Sigma Beta has
He said Sigma Beta was the
given about two thousand dolSigma Beta plans to raise first organizat ion to •donate
lar.:, to the charity alrcauy.
more money thi:, ;,cuu:::>tcl W idl
moi.c d1<111 a d1uu!)and dollars
"We want to raise one thou- a bike-a-tho n. Ferraris said he at a time.
sand dollars during this semester," said Berardino. "This will thought the event would be held
Berardino said bingo is the
be the fourth semsester we've nea_r the fraternity pledging associatio n's main moneybeen involved with them."
penod.
raiser.

*;-s oCC ER-

I.
I

Earn your Credi ts
abroa d

t

(continued from page 30)

: Cloutier shut down Haw1 thorne's potent offense and
. I
: UNH retained the 2-1 victory.
1
UNH had advanced into the
playoffs as the number one seed
England
Spain
Switzerland
after compiling the highest
1
, point total of all 18 teams. They
Israel
Italy
Mexico
accomplis hed this feat by defeating Castleton State College
5-0, Newport Soccer Club 3-1,
Ireland
Denmark
Canada
1 U. of Maine Farmingto n 2-1,
and Skidmore College 4-1.
Germany
Egypt
France
One of the main reasons for
UNH's success was its high
: powered offense led by freshJoin the thousands of students who have earned college credits
man sensation Darren Corrini,
studying abroad in CCIS programs.
who netted 5 goals in the first
Affordable, quality programs with financial aid available.
• 4 games. But it wasn't only
1
· -phone work
. .. ~:3-"::filmt:~tTlfJTCt:····arH:,:,,~,,,.,
Corrini. The entire team contribut~d with 5 different players
-messages
FALL SEMESTER IN DUBLIN
:
scoring
in the Castleton game.
-typing etc ...
INSTITUTE FOR IRISH STUDIES
Over the entire tournamen t
1
12-15 CREDITS
UNH outscored its opponents
SUMMER PROGRAMS
17 to 5 while Bubba made 41
saves, a truly great performan ce
AT TRINITY COLLEGE
1
by one of the most unrespecte d
DUBLIN
sports
teams here at UNH.
Stop by Scope office (rm 146 MUB)
With efforts like the one at
Dr. John J. McLean
Monda y or Tuesda y, February 11 & 12 1 Lyndon State, the team is sure
Mohegan Community College
to earn the res peer of other
Norwich, CT 06360
colleges at least, even if its own
for applica tions.
886-1931 X243
school fails to acknowledge their
"VINW"'1 ""MINW" '1,-MM·i,- -,y1111-,-•
- MMWW •MM'N- -' stellar performanc es.
11

I
I

is hirin g an offic e
mana ger .f or _

the spring seme ster.

Requ ireme nts:

-must ·be work study
-10 hours a week (flexib le)
-cleric al task:

-45 WPM

*

•

•

JO

... ·... .

Attention I
■

The Delti Chi Frater nity is startin g a
colony at UNH! This is your oppor tunity to get in at the
beginn ing and make it what you want it to be.
See Jim Garrett and Dave Surber in the Hanover
Room (206) of the MUB or call
&62-2053 to leave a message

Delti Chi is a non-h azing fraternity

M

.*•
•1 -WRE STLI NG-

<conrinued from page 31)
weeks. On l<eb. 9, they go to
Plymouth, the 16th they go to
B.U. and they end their regular
season at UMaine on the 23rd
of February.
"We can do well if our two
injured people get back," said.
coach Urquhart. "We'll just keep
plugging and hope everything
comes together for us."

II
I:~
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Ask not what
~olJ can do for .
PHI KAPPA THETA ...

Aid
Cool
we listen, we care
u
John ·r. 'J\enned
of4Kfr' .
... ask what
PHI KAPPA THETA
can do for you. "
HONORARY BROTHER

<PKe

RUSH

<PKe

PHI KAPPA THE:TA fRAT£RNITY

TU[5DAY
FEB. IZ.+ti

I
I
I
I

ATA'7_f/ROM

8-10,

.SORORITY, STI\AFFOR~ At/£.

_

Don't Get Taken On A Spring-Break Tour

I
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I
I

They Say "As Low As $7~.-$99. But If You Read The Fine Print:
You Must .Add:
:15 % tax and services
:An extra $40.00 to leave from Logan
:An increase of $25.00 or $50.00 for "Holiday Rate.'_'
:Not to mention you probably won't be on the Beach or Strip

So in actuality a $99. trip with airfare
turns out to be a $500 affair off the beach

Why Take Chances And Get Taken!!!
Suntntit Tours Offers ~ontplete Packages
-Florida or Bahamas:

I
I
I
I

:Hotel 8 days/7 nights on the Beach and Strip!!
:All taxes paid!
:Round trip air from LOGAN
:All transfers to and from the airport!
:Welcome Beer Party and Free Tours!

For Example: ·

C\>~

Florida: Holiday Inn-Oceanside (home of the Button Bar) for $433.00 complete.
Bahamas: On the Beach and on the Strip from $329.00 to $429 complete.

Don't Be Taken!

e'""?,

~

Call Craig or Allyn 868-7547

_

·

I
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I
I
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35mm

(continued from page 1)
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_,riots and Slides from the same roll
Kodalc MP film. ~. Eastman Kodak's professional color motion picture film now
adapted for still use in 35mm cameras by Seattle FilmWorks. Its micro-fine grain
and rich color saturation meet the exacting standard.. of the movie industry. With
wide exposure latitude, you don't have to be a pro to get great everyday shots or
capture special effects. Shoot in low or bright light from 200 ASA up to 1200 ASA.
Get prints or slides, or both, fo .n the same roll.
c 1984 Seattle FilmWorks

WAHOO!
RUSH

SIGMA NU
Tues. Feb. 12 Thurs. Feb. 14
8-10
8-10
ALL MEN ARE WELCOME!

--------~-------------------,~--------r--i
INTRODUCTORY OFFER
D Rush me two 20-exposure
rolls of your leading KODAK
MP film- Kodak 524 7® (200
ASA) . Enclosed is $2.00. I'd like
to be able to get color prints or
slides (or both) from the same
roll and experience the remarkable versatility of this professional
quality film.

NAME
ADDRESS

the area.
The residents complained of
students repeatedly taking down
street signs, siphoning gas from
cars, tearing down lamp posts
and fences.
Durham Police Chief Paul
Gowen said a committee was
appointed by the selectmen to
determine what the town would
do.
"Right now we' re just making
more frequent checks in that
area," he said.
"95 percent of the kids are
ok," said Marshall Shields, a
· resident who lives on Glassford
Lane off Cowell Drive, "but it's
the ones who go through and
do the dama8e who shon kl ht>

CITY

STATE

ZIP

stopped."
Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks
Shields also said he does not
500 Third Avenue West, P.O. Box C-34056
feel a fence should be put up to
Seattle, WA98124
2471
keep students from going
Kodak 5247 is a registered trademark of the Eastman Kodak Company.
Limit of 2 rols per n1,11um.:,
through the field, but that the
land should be posted with "no
trespassing" signs.
,,,,,,,,....~--------~SSSSSS J
However, Chief Gowen said,
· DERNESS
" 'No Trespassing' signs are
TRAILS
taken down as quickly as they' re
put up."
Shields said, "I think the kids
going through the field have a
good thing going, but they've
abused it."

Cross Country
~~entals
$8.50 for 24 hrs.
. and

2 Strafford Ave.

$11. 00 for the Weekend

-BOOKSTORE<continued from page 4)
price.
He said the text over-charge
was not a common occurence .
"It ( the mix-up in pricing)
happened in our receiving room.. .it was an unfortunate mistake
and we're trying to correct it
by informing the students," he
said.

, 1

NOBODY BEATS OUR
VALUETO NEW YORK.

We've just lowered our fares to New York
nearly 50%. To just $19, coach, Friday to
Sunday. Monday to Thursday it's only $25.
That's the best travel value going, peak
or off-peak. And when you bring the kids
along, ou'II save even more-children
under 12 go for half price.
But money is just part of the reason for
taking Amtrak. You see, the train actually
makes travel a pleasant experience. Our .
spacious, reclining seats are like no others.
And where else can you find aisles wide
enough for a leisurely stroll?
Not to mention our Amcafe, where you
can get a sandwich, snack or beverage,
whenever you like.
Oh, there's one more thing. On Amtrak,
you can go from downtown Boston or the
Route 128 Station to midtown Manhattan,
Newark, or suburban Amtrak stations.
So the next time you're headed to the

a fare and a travel
experience that can't
be beat.
Some restrictions may apply.

AMTRAK TICKET OFFICE LOCATION:
Boston City Ticket Offi ce, The Statl er Bui lding, 20 Park Plaza
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Tire d of the sam e old job?
Wan t a mor e rew ardi ng
emp loym ent exp erie nce ?

PAGE FIFTEEN

"FRATERNITY."
aa:m ~

~\li!tf

The Ne w Hampshire
is acc ept ing App lica tion s
for the pos itio n of

Circulation Ma nag er
~Ga in valu able com pute r Expe rienc e
· -Sup ervis e Circu latio n Staff
e yo_ur sales pote ntial
-Util iz_

Pick up an appli catio n
in room 108 of
the MUB betw een 10 and 2 o'clo ck
Dead line is Febr uary 8th.

FIND OU T WHAT
·IT REALLY MEANS ..
Co me to Lam bda Chi Alpha's
Final Op en Rush
on Tu es. Feb . 12
fro m 8-1 0 p.m .

Ji

GET INVOLVED NOW!
MU SO , the lar ges t pro gra mm ing org ani zat ion
on cam pus has the fol low ing pos itio ns ope n for
the academic yea r of 1985-86!!
-Pr esi den t
-B usi ne ss Ma nag er
-Da rkr oot n Dir ect or
-P ub Pro gra inn ier
Th ese are con ipe nsa ted pOsitions. ·
App lica tion s Ava ilabl e at the MU SO Offi ce
Roo m 148 in the MUB.
Deadline: February 22, 1985

Com e Joi n The Fun!!
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!Editorial
Eleven out, students in
Channel ·11 (WENH-TV) will be moving
from the MUB "sometime in the near
future". They will go to a location they have
not yet released the name of. Public
Television of New Hampshire has finally
got a new home and that will hopefully
be good news for the students at UNH.
Presently the television station occupies
virtually a quarter of the MUB which will
hopefully be available for the use of MUB
administration to provide a broader range
of services and progr·ams to the students
and the student activity organizations. This
is, after all, a student union building.
Some of the potential uses are academic.
Many times students are forced to take
exams in auditorium-style rooms without
desks to write o~. Perhaps the new space

DWI
To the Editor:
I am currently enrolled in a
criminology course at the U niversi ty of New Hampshire. In the
lecture today Professor Helgemoe
talked about Driving While Intoxicated (DWI) and its consequences.
I am a Nationally Registered Emergency Medical Technician
(NREMT) and volunteer my serv ic:es to the Wolfeboro Rescue
Squad. I have been to many Motor
Vehicle Accidents but have never
been aware of some of the consequences of driving under the influence/ driving while intoxicated.
I thought that seeing the drinking
aee ,win£ up to 21 from 20 that
maybe someone would write a
letter to the editor and emphasize
some of the consequences of DWI.
I knew that being arrested for DWI
was serious and that Aggravated
DWI was even more serious, but
I had no idea that some of the
upcoming data were so intense.
Do you know -your limit to how
many drinks you can have within
three hours according to your body
weight? If you are in the range of
100 lbs. you can have 2 drinks, 120140 you can have 3, 160-180 you
can have 4, 200 plus can have 6.
Do you know the consequences
for DWI first offense? You will lose
your license for a minimum of 3
months (90 days) and a maximum
of 24 months (2 years). Your jail
sentence will be a minimum of 0
mos. and a maximum of 12 months
in jail. Your fine will be at a
minimum $300.00, and a maximum
of $1,000.00. At the very least you
will pay $300.00, lose your license
for 3 months, and will spend no
time jail. On the other hand the very
worst will be losing your license
for 24 months (2 years), paying a
$1,000.00 fine, and spending 12
months (1 year) in jail. And that's
only as far as the court system is
concerned. You will be paying
through the nose on lawyers, raised
insurance rates, plus for first offense
you will have to attend and complete
the Community Alcohol Information Program (CAIP) which will
cost you, the offender, between
$215.00 and $275.00.
The cost of t_he lawyer(s) will cost

will be able to accomodate this need and
alleviate this unfair testing atmosphere.
Other uses would be incorporating the
bookstore into the MUB, thus freeing the
space in Hewitt Hall for academic use.
·- The Student Television Network would
also benefit immensely from an allocation
of space in. the lower level of the MUB.
As it stands now. this organization is
jammed into a glorified closet. This space
limitation prevents these students from
becoming a truly viable small television
club. With added space and the benefits
· that would bring, communications majors,
who are already treated with dubious
priority, would have an additional opportunity for training in their future field.

anywhere from ·$300.00 to
$2,000.00 Your insurance will go
up at a minimum of $1,440.00. Once
you've been arrested for DWI you
will be considered an extreme risk
as far as insurance agencies are .
concerned.
Let's look at the total for DWI,
first offense, at the worst: 24
months (2 years) loss of license,
12 months in jail, $1,000.00 in fines
CAIP $275.00, $2,000.00 for a good
lawyer. And the big set back of
$1440.00 raise in insurance rates.
TOTAL: $4,715.00 + 1 year in
jail+ 2 years loss of license.
Now let's look at DWI, second
offense. There will be a minimum
of 3 years loss of license and a
maximum of loss of license for
LIFE. You will spend a minimum
of 7 days in jail (mandatory) and
a maximum of 12 months in jail.
Your fine will be at a minimum of
$500.00 and a maximum of
$1,000.00. The CAIP will not be
mandatory as it is in the first
offense. Your lawyer will cost you
between $500.00 and $5,000.00.
Your insurance will also be raised
a minimum of $1,440.00 and probably higher. Also your insurance
company has the right at this time
to reject your policy and you may
never be able to get automobile
coverage again!
DWI is not a crime, it's not a
misdemeanor, it's a violation. Therefore you cannot be jailed for more
than 12 months (1 year).
Let's look at the very worst you
can get for DWI 2nd offense. A
maximum of 3 years loss of license
a max~mum of 12 months in jail:
a maximum of 1,000.00 in fines
$5,000.00 for a good lawyer (by noV.:
you'll need one!) and $1,440.00 for
your insurance, and that's if they'll
let you come back on their policy.

TOTAL: $7,440.00 + 1 year ·in
jail + life loss of license.
The totals above for f rst and
second offense DWI do not include
the amount of money you will be
losing while spending time in jail,
and the amount of money you will
lose by having no personal transportation.
CAN YOU AFFORDTHECONSEQUENCES OF DWI???????
Bruce W. Twyon

Protest

Channel 11 now provides some internships and hands-on _training, but there is
no doubt that more practical experience
will only help these students when they
enter the search for jobs.
Channel 11 will remain in Durham, so
the opportunities now present at the station
will not be lost.
Students should watch this .situation

closely as it develops further in order to
insure that they are not overlooked when
it comes time for the division of the new
space. The MUB is already a well run and
important part of student life at UNH. More
space for the students to learn and grow
will only serve to help all the students at
this University.

in the Soviet Union, because there
protestors are shot.
.
To be even blunter, Ms. O'Neil,
we aren't interested in joining your
self-indulgent little guilt trip. Like
the Green party that you so evidently adore, you have nothing constructive to contribute to the world. True,
the Greens are antiwar and antiarmsrace. In fact, they are antieverything. The problem is that
they aren't for anything. They have
yet to offer England or Germany
anything except protest for protest's sake. Protest for it's own sake
was one of the blots of the 60's. Our
political system is based on participation, not defiance. Students
today aren't apathetic, they've just
outgrown the tantrums of the 60's.
Daniel C. Stickney

published on February 1, 1985.
On a very general basis this article
criticizes the policies of apartheid
in South Africa. Granted, the black
people should be entitled to all the
same rights as the white minority
·and should have a voice in their
govermnebt as well. However, what
the article failed to mention and
what most Americans don't realize
is that each day there are hundreds
perhaps thousands of blacks who
migrate INTO South Africa in order
to escape their own r~pressive
Marxist goverrn;nents. Obviously}
this makes apartheid the lesser or
two evils. I would also like to add
that President Reagan is working
behind the scenes to get the South
African government to abolish their
racial policies while at the same
time maintaining close political and
economic ties with that country.
One final point. Quite often you
hear Ted Kennedy and his family
and "Tip" O'Neal criticizing apartheid and running campaigns
against it. Yet you never seem to
hear them speak out against the
atrocities being committed by the
Soviet forces in Afghanistan! Why
is that?
David S. Dieter

TdThe ·Editor:
Maureen O'Neil seems to assume
that UNH students are unconcerned and apathetic simply because
they don't get involved in 1960's
type protest marches. She is, as
usual, wrong. True, we don't march,
but it isn't because we are apathetic.
We don't march because we have
outgrown the days when political
or social commitment was measured
in arrest records and how long it
had been since you last took a bath.
To be quite blunt, your ignorance
is pathetically funny. The only peace
that ever came through disarmament was the peace of occupation. ·
Czechoslovakia and Poland
achieved peace through disarmament when they were confronted
with the threat of German aggression, didn't they? By being disarmed
they were spared the necessity of To The Editor:
This letter concerns Chris
fighting a long war. They did lose
a short one, to a country that was Fauske'. s University Forum article
officially disarmed after WWI.
Peace will never come through
disarmament. Disarmament might
come through peace. Unfortunately,
we are a long way from achieving
JAMES M. MILLARD, Edi1or-in~Chief ·
peace. Overthrowing and governing
the capitalist west is a basic tenet
MEG BAK~R. Managing Editor
KEVIN MORSE, Managing Editor
of Soviet society. We don't trust
KEN FISH, News Editor
KRIS SNOW, News Editor
.
the Soviets any more than they trust
-STEVE LAN~EVIN, Sports Editor _ PATRICIA O'DELL, Features Editor
us. Nuclear weapons are the sympCHARLES SMITH Jr., Photo Editor
tom, not the disease. Eliminate
BILL PILCHER, Business Manager
Soviet aggression and the U.S. wiil
JED EVANS, Advertising Manager
disarm, eliminate Soviet paranoia
and the Soviets will disarm. To
concentrate on the weapons ,themselves is foolish and futile. Nuclear
Advertising Auoclates Lisa Madden
Aaron Ferraris
Karen Holbrool
!Dave Olson
Lori Norris
Diana Frye
Peter Crocker
weapons are basic technology, and
,imothy S, Gernhard
Gina Cardi
Catarina DeCarvalho
Beth Gideon
Stephanie Norton
Aut. Busln- Mgr.
Jen Vorberger
Chris Heisenbeg
it is far easier to banish a habit of
Mary Fischer
· Julie Hanauer
Kim Ruccia
Lisa Senatra
thought (I.E. national agression)
Clrculatlon Manager
Marc T. Micciche
Karen Levasseur
Kristin Lilley
Doug Ridge
Ellen Neavitt
Thom Mrozek
Michel LaFantano
than a piece of knowledge. ReCopy Readers
Brenda Byrne
Mike Fogarty
Jen Locke
Ged Olson
Nancy Miller
Photographers
Neil lngerman
member that there is on1y one
Bart Griffin
Diane Mulline
Bob Arsenault
Andrea Holbrook
deadly weapon: The human mind.
Scott Colby
Diana Meader
Kim Economos
Jim Bumpus
Jon Kinson
Francoise von Trapp
Bill Millios
Karen Hartnett
Everything else, from the fist or
Edltorlal Assistant
Erika Randmere
Gretchen Hekker
Technical Supervisors
Donna LaRue
Charles Smith Jr.
Susan Bowen
J. Barry Mothes
pointed stick to the H-bomb is
News Briefs Editor
Tamara Niedzolkowski
Dave Sanborn
Karla Hoppler
Patty O'Dell
merelY. a tool.
Jackie Pelletier
Robin Stieff
Typists
Forum Editors
Kim Platt
Brooke Tart
Lori Ellis
The U.S. is 11ot the problem.
Jeffrey Ja, nes
Debby Yale
Marie Goulet
Catherine Rosenquist
William Smith
Mike Riley
Production Assistants
Chris Head
Unlike the Soviet Union, we haven't
Graphic Manager
Maureen O'Neil
Daniel McKelvey
Karla·Hoppler
conquered any countries lately, we
Jill Vranicar
Sue Mudgett
Linda Cox
Kathy Johnson
Graphic Assistants
Susan Davis
Staff Reporters
Jamie McDermott
don't need fences to keep our people
Elisa Russell
Julian Brown
Marcia Gravette
Lisa Sinatra
Marcus Benotti
Bill Pilcher
Ed Garland
Susan Bowen
in, we haven't killed more than 120
Sue Slater
W. Glenn Stevens
Suzanne Fortesque
million people since 1920. If you
Lynn Johnson
Michelle Bolduc
. Reporters
Heidi 1mngworth
Chris Felix
Julie Coligan
want to demonstrate, why don't you
Bruce Plumley
. Cathy Mccarron
Consuelo Congreve
Heidi Kaiter
Tom Lane
Jed Evans
do it at the nearest Soviet consulate:
, Ann Humphrey
Dan Gillis
Chris Fauske
there are no people demonstrating
for disarmament '(or anything else)

Forum

The New Ha~pshire
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University Forum
Another Option -the U AC
Editor's .note: The month of March at UNH is
traditionally known for confusion and exasperation
as thousands of students are forced to scramble
in search of housing. This year will be no different.
For this reason, Nancy Gaudet, manager of the
University Apartment Complex (UAC) has prepared
the following guidelines for students who are
interested in living in these apartmPnr-s.
Applications for space in the Undergraduate
Apartment Complex are being accepted at the
Complex Office until Thursday, February 14, 1985.
Offers of spaces available for the 1985-1986 academic
year will be made between February 18 to February
28, acc;ording to Nancy Gaudet, Manager of the
Undergraduate Apartment Complex.
Presently, our waiting list is extensive. There
are approximately 313 women and 148 men waiting
for space in the Complex. The projected number
of available spaces will be in the vicinity of 200.
All vacancies are filled according to established

University eligibility priorities. First priority for
spaces will be given to residence hall students who
are currently on the waitlist and meet the requirements.
The actual assigning of spaces depends largely
on exactly where the vacancies are after the.internal
change process occurs ·within the Complex. ln
general, Rc::,iut1Ke Hall students who signed rn
groups of four will be assigned first, according to
the lowest waitlist number. After all foursomes
have been exhausted, pairs will be matched and
assigned. After these categories have been exhausted,
triples and single applicants will be assigned.
The assignment process for the apartments occurs
during February so that those. who have not been
offered space can go through the residence hall
room draw process, according to Gaudet. The
important thing for residence hall students to
remember is that if they have not been offered a
space in the apartments by March 4th, they should
then go ahead and apply for housing in the traditional

By Nancy Gaudet
halls if they want to live on ca~pus next fall.
Students will receive hand-delivered letters from
the Complex Manager between Monday, February
18th and Friday, February 22, according to Gaudet.
Those people must bring $200.00 deposits and sign
contracts in the Complex Office between 10:00
a.m. and 1,·00

:Monday, FcbLua1y, 2.Jth to

Nancy Gaudet is the Complex Manager of the University
Apartment Complex.

Snowy Nightm ares
I have this re-occuring nightmare. It is a nightmare
which has haunted me daily since the snows came.
("A daytime nightmare?" you may ask. Well, perhaps
a "daymare" then?) This daymare always involves
stairs; stairs and snow to be precise.
Now don't get me wrong, I like snow-I like it
a lot. And stairs are ... well ... stairs! It's the combination
of the two-snowy stairs-snowy icy, unshoveled
stairs, that bothers me..
In this nightmare (or daymare), I walk to and
from my classes on well plowed to not-so-wellplowed paths which inevitably lead to the dreaded
snowy, unshoveled stairs. At these stairs I am
confronted with a dilemma, a dilemma which is
not confined to the first step but rather includes
the whole staircase: 'Just where do I place my feet

p .m . on

reserve a space.
A second round of offers will go out on February
26th and run until Thursday, February 28th. Second
round contracts and $200.00 deposits will be collected
on February 28th at the Complex Office.
No one is guaranteed a space in the Complex
until they have paid the $200.00 deposit and signed
a contract.
Waitlist applications will remain active throughout the summer at the Apartment Complex Office.

By Vera Mouradian

so I make any semblance of progress?"
You see, these snowy stairs seem to develop, over
the course of days and of snowstorms and therefore
over the course of my daymare, into ant-sized ski
trails on which the human foot has no place! On
some stairs there is, of course, an inch or so of cleared
space or thin-layered snow and it is for these sparse
spots that my feet aim. But, it involves a struggle!
Going up the icy, snowy stairs, I struggle to reach
the top stair without slipping back to start too often.
Coming down, I struggle to reach the bottom, the
finish, without overshooting my goal!
The struggle in my daymare, however, is only
secondary to the fear! Alwavs in my davmare, I have
this terrible fear! My fear involves an image of
myself placing a foot on one of these snowy, icy

stairs only to find myself within seconds, flying
through the air like a bird, (but with considerably
less grace,) and landing "plumph!" on· my derriere1
Of course, there's also the equally embarassing and
much more dangerous possibility of landing on
a body part with less padding.. .like my head ...
Daily I am confronted with these struggles; daily
with this fear. There seems no escape from this
daymare while the winter lasts. But, I have hope!
I hope that someday soon, some brave soul(s) will
help me to solve my dilemma and escape my
struggles and fears by tran~forming those snowy,
icy stairs to clear or shoveled, sanded stairs. Then
my daymare will end.
Vera Mouradian is a reporter for The New Hampshire. ,

Computer Blues

.Somewhere or bust

By Ken Fish

By Kris Snow

To the incoming freshmen of 1986:
go and buy a computer.
Yes, UNH has finally entered the
higher circle who, along with Governor
John Sununu, say there should be a
turkey in every pot and a computer in
every student's room.
However, the question in most
students' minds is which one gets
stewed.
The Personal Computer Planning
Committee of UNl-J represents the
forefront of this technological tsunami
which threatens to burst upon the
University's ~icrocosm of pre-1900
buildings and provincial mentality.
The first rumbles and ripples have
already reached our shores in the
burgeoning "Progress in Progress"
program being advertised by ancient
two by fourteen and crushed concrete
strewn by walkways and strange blue
and red streaked signs on our roads.
Earth Sciences Professor Ted Loder,
chairperson of the "PCPC" committee,
did admit there might be some minor
problems in getting students to buy
.
·
computers.
"It's hard to force students to do
something when it requires money,"
he said. Yes, that could be true,
considering it does represent about
10 percent of the cost of four years at
UNH. It amounts only to about
$2,500 ... for the first year.
To help subvert the average student's
reticence to spend a few more dollars, ,

Governor Sununu wants to use almost
$1 million in "excess" state money co
supply New Hampshire schools with
comput~rs. This way, young children
can learn to play with a mouse while
· they struggle along with reading,
writing and arithmetic.
Today, in many areas, computers are
indispensable. Versatility and the term
"general purpose" are already catchwords in the media and in the home.
The possibilities for their uses still remain unforseen.
In Alvin Toffler's Future Shock, our
world is described as experiencing a
technological revolution which is
exponentially outstripping our social
structure. He says some of us suffer
from future shock in the same way the
Tanzanians had culture shock; most
of them died.
It doesn't appear that any UNH
student would keel over the first time
his user-friendly computer came on
and printed "Hi!", but there may be
a few, who still peck away on a portable
1923 LC. Smith typewriter and secretly
dream about actually having a machine
which runs on magic electricity.
Sure, go ahead · and spend the
$500,000 to build clusters, rewire dorm
rooms and educate professors in programming. With Zenith offering student discounts on computers (matc~ing
COMPUTERS, page 28

Spring break, I decided on about'. not by any stretch of the imagination,.
January 24, would be different this year. but at least it didn't threaten to wipe
No more sleeping half the day away out my entire life savings.
Saying no to that one was a little
and sitting around the rest. No more
lamenting for seven straight days that harder.
I hadn't taken the time in January to . Then came the semi=clincher, the
plan an exotic tropical vacation to remotely affordable plane ticket which
forget English papers and newspaper would take me to a land of sunshinewithout-The-Button. Yessirree, if I
jobs.
This time, I decided, I'd take that was willing to leave Boston at around
time. And on March 15, I'd pack my 5:30 a.m. on a chartered plane bound
bathing suit and suntan lotion and head for San Juan, switch over to a rinky- for some honest-to-God 80-degree dinky airline for the jump to St.
weather. I had a good seven weeks to Thomas, and repeat the slightly hassled
plan what would undoubtedly be the routing a week later, the trip was mine
best week of my college career. Nothing for under $300.
Sure, it'd cost a little more than
would stop me.
Peoples, but this was the Virgin Islands,
Maybe.
OK, so the first travel agent said it'd not just another boring state. And if
cost $505 to get from Boston to St_ I sacrificed things like clothes and Diet
Thomas and back again. (I'd picked Pepsi for the next year or so, I could
St. Thomas-St. John, actually-be- have my non-Floridan sun.
There were, of course, certain rescause along with my vow to go somew here warm was the firm, set-in- trictions the travel agent asked me to
cement conviction that my junket would remember. Obviously, there had to be
take me nowhere near the state of an open flight, and then the trip
depended on whether I could travel
Florida.)
I responded to the ticket price calmly on a Sunday and return on a Sunday,
and maturely-I even used the common and leave in early morning and return
sense which thankfully pops up every in early morning, and pay a deposit
now and then to combat my frightfully (non-refundable, of course) and takeimpulsive streak. I told the travel agent, a-risk-' cause-the-airline-flying-fromin so many words, that I'd take my VISA San-Juan-is-about-to-go-o ut-ofbusiness.
card elsewhere.
I only cringed for a minute at the
second offer: St. Thomas for $350,
round-trip. The price wasn't acceptable, BREAK, page 28
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Tweeter Is Pleased To Announce
What Is Clearly The Biggest
Sale In Its 13 Year History.
It's time once again for Tweeter's famous Anniversary Sale. Our biggest sale of the year. The
biggest sale in our history. Your chance to save 10 to 40% on New England's best selection
of top-quality stereo and video components. Don't be distracted by the other sales-they
don't feature all the top brand names you see listed below. And best of all, we guarantee
you won't find the advertised products cheaper at a local, authorized dealer within 30 days
of our sale-or we'll refund the difference.

Guaranteed Lowest ·Prices!
Spoken

Compad

TVMoniton

Car Stereo

DiscPlayen

NEC 1901

Kenwood KAC-5O115-watt-per-channel amp.
$49t
Kenwood KGC-4300 15-watt-per-channel
amp with 7-band graphic equalizer.
$99
Kenwood KRC-!2000 cassette receiver with
digital tuning, ANRC noise reduction.
$159t
Kenwood KRC-6!26 cassette receiver with

Yamaha CD-X!2 compact disc player. Reproduces
music digitally-super-fidelitY, no record wear. $399
Yamaha CD-!2 compact disc player with wireless
remote control. Great machine .
$569

high-resolution 19-inch color 'IV monitor.
Front & rear input/ output connections, built-in stereo
sound system, wireless remote.
$599

NEC 2501 high-resolution 25-inch color 'IV moni~r~~:~901 but with bigger picture. Our bestJ;;a

digital tuning, Dolby B&C noise reduction-slides

11

Boston Acoustics A60

two-way bookshelf

speakers.
$169
Boston Acoustics A70 two-way soeakers.
$!2!29 pr.
Boston Acoustics A100 II two-way floorstanding speakers.
$339
Yamaha NS-1 OT two-way bookshelf speakers.
$159 pr.
Kenwood LSK-400 three-way speakers.
·
$149pr.
Bose 301 direct-reflecting bookshelf speakers.
$!299pr.
Bose 601 direct-reflecting floor-standing speakers.
.
$699pr.
Bose 901 direct-reflecting speakers with equalizer- "the original~
$999 pr.
ADS 470V two-way bookshelf speakers, walnutvinyl cabinet.
$!269 pr.
ADS 5 70W two-way bookshelf speakers.,walnut
cabinet.
~389 pr.
Snell Speakers: Favorites among our sales people. Choice of oak or walnut finish. Type J $549 pr.
Type E $799 pr.
A Tweeter "best buy~

Turntables

Home Systems
Kenwood System: KRA-30 AM/FM stereo
receiver, KD-12 semi-automatic.t1.tmtable, LSK-400
three-way speakers, audio cabinet with glass door,
casters.
$449

Yamaha P-!2!20 semi-automatic tumtable with

optimum resonance tonearm.
$99
Dcnon DP-15 semi-automatic turntable with
servo-tracer tonearm.
$149

-

Proton 600M/T high-resolution 19-inch component color 'IV monitor with matching tuner. The best
of the monitors.
$995

Video Recorclen
_ _ _ _ ,.....,=......,....:::;:.,

::
x: X- -t::Yliil QJ;f;:'!
~

Kenwood Spec 3!2 System: KA-32 amp,

Kenwood KD-1 !2 semi-automatic tumtable with
low-mass tonearm and cartridge.
$79

-~~
,if,

Proton 450/550 high-performance amplifier/
tuner combination
$499
Yamaha C40/M40 preamp/power amp combina tion. Very nice design. 120 watts per channel. $695

~

Boston Acoustics A40 compact two-way
$1!29

speakers.

out of dash when not in use .
$259t
Alpine 716!2 cassette receiver with digital pushbutton tuner, auto-seek, auto-reverse.
$!2!29
Alpine 7!263 cassette receiver with digital tuner,
auto-reverse, 16-watt-per-channel amp.
$!269
Alpine 7165 cassette receiver with advanced
digital tuner, Dolby B&C NR, digital clock.
$339
Alpine 8100 car security system-complete with
installation.
$369
Kenwood KRC-11 !2 mini-size cassette receiver
with auto reverse, ANRC noise reduction.
$89t

Separates"

KT-42 tuner, KD-12 semi-automatic tumtable, KX-32
cassette deck, floor-standing speakers, cabinet with
glass doors.
$599

Bang & Olufsen iiOO System: sleek console
houses push-button FM receiver, automatic turntable
and rassette deck; separate two-way speakers.

.... ~)

~(

':.-'"

NEC VCH-40 beta-style video recorder with fourhead recording system, wireless remote, many other
features.
$499
NEC ·VN-831 VHS-style video recorder with 4-head
recording system, wireless remote control.
$499
Maxell T-120

3_t9;

VHS videotapes-packaJ

Kenwood KRC-7100 cassette receiver with digital push-button tuning, Dolby NR, auto reverse.
$!219t
Kenwood KRC-8000 cassette receiver with
Dolby B&C NR, digital tuner, scan, seek.
$!249t
Kenwood KRC-9!29 cassette-tuner combina,
tion with Dolby B&C NR, dbx, computer-controlled
transport.
$379t
Kenwood KAC-801 SO-watt-per-channel amp.
$139t
All Pioneer Car Speakers !20% Off
Nakamichi TD-500 cassette receiver with
motorized loading transport, digital tuner
$569
Nakamichi TD-800 cassette receiver with digital tuning, Dolby B&C NR, remote control azimuth

correction.
·
$699
Yamaha TCS-400 4-inch dual cone speakers.
$39 pr.
Yamaha YCS-600 6-1 /2 -inch coaxial speakers.
$79 pr.

$795

fl#P
, iv,y~

--

$¼,.

_;'Tu

Bang & Olufscn RX "one-touch, no-knobs
design" fully-automatic turntable.
$179
Bang & Olufsen 5000 fully-automatic turntable .
From B&O's top-of-the-line system.
$!249
Bang & Olufscn TX tangentially-tracking computer controlled tumtable.
$!299

Fisher FVH-7!20 VHS-style video recorder with
8-hour record time, wireless ~mote control. $399
NEC VCN-!20 Beta-style video recorder with timer
and remote control.
'
$399
Kenwood KV-905 4-head VHS-style video
Bang & Olufscn !2000 System: stereo
receiv~r, cassette deck with Dolby TM NR, S-45 twoway speakers, automatic turntable with cart,idge.

recorder with 14-day programmabilitY, stereo sound
with Dolby NR.
$699

$1,195

Portable Stereo

Receivers
Kenwood KR-A30 AM/FM stereo receiver with
digital quartz tuner, 30 watts per channel.
$179
Kenwood KR-AS0 AM/FM stereo receiversimilar to A30 but with 45 watts per channel. $!209
Dcnon DRA-350 "champagne" finish stereo

NEC VCN-895 full-featured video recorder with
"VHS Hi Fi" super stereo sound system. "Best VHS
machine on market'.'
$1,095

receiver with variable loudness, 33 watts per channel.

$259

Dcnon DRA-550 "champagne" finish stereo
receiver with tape-to-tape dubbing, 55 watts per
channel.
$339
Yamaha R-50 AM/FM stereo receiver with pushbutton auto-search tuning, 35 watts per channel~
$!299

Yamaha R-70 AM/FM stereo receiver with digital

push-button tuning, Yamaha spatial expansion circuit,

45 watts per channel~
$399
carver AM/FM stereo receiver with state-of-theart digital tuner, awesome 130-watt-per-channel .
power amp.
$699

Cassette Decks
Kenwood KX-3!2 cassette deck with Dolby NR,
soft touch controls.
$1 !29
- Aiwa ADF-250 cassette deck with Dolby B&C
NR, soft-touch con\J'ols.
$145
Nakamlchl BX-300 3-head cassette deck with
Dolby B&C NR, diffused resonance transport, $599

Aiwa CS-!210 slim-line AM/FM stereo cassette portable with built-in microphone.
$89
Aiwa CS-250 AM/ FM stereo cassette portable
with two-way speakers, short-wave.
$119
Aiwa CS-R10 slim-line AM/FM stereo cassette portable with two-way SRCakers, auto-reverse.
$149 .
Aiwa CA-30 component-style AM/FM stereo cassette portable with equalizer, Dolby NR.
$199

'0.015% distortion
t factory reconditioned units. Full manufacturer~
warranties apply. All sales final.

Some Quantities Limited

Misc.Audio
Maxell UDXL-11 C-90cassettes-case of 10.
$19.99
Maxel MX C-90 metal formula cassettes
$4. 99
All Audlo,P.hile Records
(not CD'sJ !20% Off
Kenwood SRC-3!2 audio cabinet with glass
door, casters.
$59
Yamaha. GE-5 10-band graphic equalizer with
Yamal1a's "spatial expansion" circuit built-in.
$149
Carver TX-111 "tuner turbo charger" greatly
enhances FM performance.
$199
Carver C-9 "sonic hologram" add-on device .
. Add Carver's uncanny sonic hologram c:rcuit to
any system.
$199
Dcnon DL-110 high-output moving coil ca,t,$

Nakamlchi BX~1 professional quality cassette
deck with Dolby NR:
$!249
Nakamichl BX-150 cassette deck with Dolby
B&C noise reduction, soft-touch controls.
$369
Nakamlchl LX-3 cassette deck with diffused resonance transport, Dolby B&C NR.
$499

Yamaha YCS-690 6x9-inch coaxial speakers.
$109 pr.
·Boston Acoustics 704 4-inch dual-cone
·speakers.
$39 pr.
Boston Acoustics (5700 two-way flushmount speakers.
$139 pr.
ADS !200cc mini two-way speakers for home
or car.
$2!29 pr.
ADS 300cc mini two-way speakers for home
or car.
$!299 pr.
All Alpine Car Speakers !20% Off

69

Proton 3!20 FM clock radio with dual alarms
Nice design.
$89
Proton 300 FM stereo table radio with advanced
·•schotz" tuner, two b1amplified speakers (one
built-in).

$395

nt)\~~e~

D

520 Amherst St., Rt. 101-A, Nashua, NH 880-7300
The Mall of New Hampshire, Manchester, NH 627-4600
The Fox Run Mall, Newington, NH 431-9700
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STUDENT ACTIVITY
FEE
ORGANIZATIONS
1985-1986 BUDGET
REOOES
... TS .

Listed on the fallowing pages are the concepts
and budget requests of the · eleven SAP funded
organiz_ations. Budget meetings will be held Wednesdays from 6-8 p.m. in the Merrimack Room of
the MUB, Thursdays from 12:30-2 p.m. in the Sullivan
Room, and during the Student Senate meetings,
Sundays from 6-9 p.m. in McConnell Room 212.
All students are welcome to attend these. meetings.

•

•:·Respect/ully submitted,
Tim Collins
SAFO
Business Manager

Ted Eynon
Student Body
Vice President

John Davis
. Student Body
President

Brian Shea
SAFC
Chairperson

Student Activity Fee Co_uncil Voting Members
Jack Martin -· ·
Business Mngr, WUNJ-I .
Lisa Schatz
Business Mngr, SPO
Bill Pilcher
Business Mngr, the NH

Ed Martin
Business Mngr, STVN
Beth Heyer
Business Mngr, Women's center
Pavid Patch
Business Mn.gr, the Granite
. Blair Torelli ·
Busines Mngr, PFO

Michael Foy
Busines Mngr, MUSO
Chris Schleinkofer
Student Senator

Jeff Basseches
Business Mngr, Cool-Aid
Stephanie Fritz
Business Mngr, SCOPE ·

W_ayne Ferrari
Student Senator
Doug Mansfield
Student Senator
( '-4

I

Mark Lavoie
Student Senator
Dorothee Heisenberg
Business Mngr, Student Senate
Renee Romano
Asst Dir. Student Activities
Dan Harley
SAF Treasurer
Tim Collins .
SAFO Business Mngr
Brian Shea·
Chairperson
Ken Bartlett
Student Senator
t
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Student Senate

TOTAL

41,t.92

#£7,692.00

47,397

47,397

500

500,00

1,000

-0-

-1,000

48,192

48,192.00

48,397

47,397

-1,000

3,SSO

1,091.72

3,100

3,450

+350

28.80
235,12
764.00
63.80

200
3.00
800
800
1,000

200
450
800
l,000
1,000

EXPENSE
1)

-- ..

The Student Senate is the governing body and voice of the Stt;!denc
population at the University of New
Hampshire. Senators are elected and
they represent each of three living
situations. Each residence hall has
one senator and there is appropriate
commuter and Greek system representation.
The senate is divided into seven
councils that each address a unique
facet of student life. The councils
deal wicl;l life in the residence halls, .
off-campus living, academic policies,
financial activities of the Unive'rsity,
student organizations, student services, and external U niversify relations. It provides students with
a wide range of opportunities to get
involved with their governance
system whether it is on campus, or
in Concord, our state capitol.
The Student Senate is respoqsible
for determining and regulating the
-~-:. Student activity Fee. This-year for
- - - - rhe-finr-time-sin-cc--the·-5-tude-nt - Activity ·was initiated, there was a
decrease in the fee each undergraduate student pays. The senate monitors all mandirory fees to insure
proper student input on their de•
velopment. It also provides students
with Jegal advice free of charge
Over the past session, the senate

Progra111a •

Elections
Election Subsidy
Hospitality
Orientation
S.F.U. Council

has had many guest speakers including the Governor of the state, state
Senators, - and ocher prominent
people from New l;Iampshire. Communication has improved between
the students and the administration
at the University and within the
system because of the efforts of the

2)
3)

250
450
800
800
1,250

Officer Compensation
- He■ber

Compensation

6,250

6,076.00

6,250

6 , 650

;f-400

7,532

7,556.16

7,857

7,450

-407

1,100

4)

Printing

1,100

905.35

1,100

5)

Publicity /Promotion

1,100

507.87

1,100

1,250

850
250

503.37
4.50

850
250

1,000
250

1,700

199.07

1,600

1,800

1,100

o.oo

1,100

1,100

senate.

Advertis_il'lg
Avarda

Partidpation is encouraged in all
activities. More information can be
obtained through our off ice, Room
# 130, Memorial Union.
The prupose of the Student Press
is to provide an alternative medium
for UNH students to gain experience
in journalism, creative writing,
advertising, and photographic and
graphic design. Staff members will
gain valuable leadership and managernent skills throµgh the production of the Commuter Advocate, a
weekly source of commuter news;
Aegis, a ~iction and poetry forum;
· -Cata4yst, a non-fiction general in--- reresrpubticadon;Celestfa1 Visions.
·a -dmtemporary science fiction
journal; and Visual .Arts, a photographic and/ or graphic arts journal.
In addition, the Student Press
offers technical advice and assistance
to any non-SAF organization which
has a welt thought-out idea for a
magazine or publication.

6)

Travel/Conference
National
1'cg.LvuoJ.

100

0,00

Organization

lW

500

l OO

199.07

~00

500

1,500

1~150.96

1,500

1,500

500

284,63

650

1,500

1,136,00

1,600

1,700

1,!'>00

l, 136,00

1,500
100

1,501)
200

7)

Telephone

8)

Capitol Equipaent

llll

lll f In• Suppl ll•!t

s.. ,,,,1lt•s
,:,,,,:,-111r.
II)

-o-

o.oo
20,110.17

23,000

2),000

23 , 000

20.110. 17

23,000

23,000

174.00

200

200

Equipment Maintenance

~2)

14)- l'oatage -- - --

17)

--

-650
+100

-

- - - 0 - -- -- -9S..OO- ---WO--- . - -l-00 - -

S~bscr ipt kins/Dues

260

99.00

Heuerehlp Fees
Subscription.a

150
110

~ ~

►

268

37S

o.oo

lSO

99.00

llO

225
150

H,101.JO

41,397

48,S75

+171

..0,..

o.oo

1,636

!•700

+74

41.192

)9,101,JO

so.on

50,275

+242

TOTAL IIICOHE

n.u2

49,192.00

41,)97

47,)97

-1.000 .

TOTAL EXPEMSE

49,192

39,101.30

50,on

so,·21s

+242

+9,090.70 -1,6)6

-2,tJ18

TOTAL

48,192. -

11> s-r

lutitutlond

~upport

•

200
a

+200

0

.f a>ntnu:ted Serv1c£'11 2),000
Legal Serv lees

+l.50

TOTAL

nil EFFECT

-0-

+115

-r

:~,

SAFO
. I

The Student Activity Fee Organization's business office serves the
accounting functions for SAF-funded
organizations, and handles all financial transactions for the various
organizations. Throughout the year,
SAFO provides reports to the organizations summarizing financial
activ ity to allow them to plan for
proper use of their assets within
their budgets. SAFO provides training to the various organizations'
Business Manage rs in order to
operate efficiently and professionally.

FY l 985-1 986

Budget Request

INCOME:
83-84

84-85
Budget

8!'>-86
Request

Budget

83-84
Actual

S .A , F.

3 0 82. 50

3082.50

Inv Interest

2700

.oo

1300 , 60

'1 500. 00

7 488. 31

7488,31

7488.00

534 . 33

5 50. 00

500.00

Line Item

0

Loan Rec • d

700,00

Subscriptions

3 o.oo

Sa le of Her ch

0

0

0

648°i:-511

124if5:74

956!1.31

S,A , F.R,A.

Ch:inge

-

1500. 00
0

-

50 .oo
30. 00

0

20 00. 00 +2000,00
9988:oo

+419.69

EXPENSE :
Line Item

83-84

83-84

84-85

85-.86

Budget

Actual

Budget

R..equest

3 00.00

Programs

Officer Comp

1 837 . 50

1837. 50

1550.00

1700.00

+150.00

Hem b eT Comp

5720 , UO

52~8,26

5980.00

6340.00

+360.00

375.00

3!'>6,25

Tel e pho n e
Ca p ital Equip
Office Supp
Equ i p

3 50 . 00

l ns , L i c , Tx

Co mpu t er

3 1 7.00

Costs

Au d i t

Total Income
To tal Expense
PYR Effect

.... ,. '

420.00

500.00

+ 80.00

1100.00 .

460.00

-640.00

2 060.00

2000 ; 00

R& M

Postage

It

Change

-JOO ,00

0

2050 . 00 1640.00

-865.00

325.oo·

365 .,oo

. + 40.00

2 50. 00

275.00

+ 2!'> . 00

330 . 0ll

350.00

+ 20.00

400.00

6 482. 50 1 24 05 . 7 4
10682. 50
9844.33
< 5000 . 00> 2561.41

10,00

775.00

9 5 68. 3 1
9 9 88 ,00
13090. 00
136 80.Q O
<3521. 6 9.> <36 92 , 0 0>

--

-- ~-----
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Aid
Cool
we listen, we care
Cool-Aid is a crisis intervention
hotline, drop-in center, and referral
service. The purpose of Cool_-Aid
is to provide these services through
telephone and/or personal contact
for the University community. Our
aim is to assist the individual during
a crisis, in an effort to aid him/her
to deal with their situation. We also
provide callers with referrals for
further counseling or other protessional assistance. In addition, we
offer the students of UNH a telephone tapeline service which enables
the caller to acquire information and
understanding about various topics
of interest or concern which may
be affecting his/her life (This service
is jointly sponsored by Cool-Aid and
the Counseling and Testing Center).
Membership is open to -all students who successfully complete the
training and experience in crisis
intervention counseling.

COOL-AID, INC.

F'i 1985-1985 -BUDGET REQUEST

83-84

83-84

84-84

BUDGET

ACTUAL

BUDGET

85-86
. BUDGET

Ct!ANGE

INCOME:

+890.00
-150.00
+ 55.00

SAE
Investment income
F'iR

$3930.00
00.QO
500.00

3930.QO .
'240.21
500.00

3700.00
150.00
500.00

4,;90.00
"'bo. oo
' '500.00

TO'.IAL INCOME

$4430.00

4670.21

4350.00

4590.00

Publicity/
Production
$1500.00
Equipment Maint.
50.00
280.00
Office Supplie~
Telephone
2400. 00
Programs(lraining)
2.00.00
PYR
00.00

653.61
00.00
149.21
1831.69
30.25
1111.13

1500.00
50.00
250.00
2400.00
150.00
00.00

2700.00 50.00
250.00
2400.00
150.00
00.00

+1200.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00

$4430.00

3775.89

4350.00

555('.00

+1200.00

4430.00
4430.00

4670. 21
3775.89

4350.00
43-~ 0.00

4590.00
5550.00

+240.00
+1200.00

. 00.00

+894.32

00.00

-960.00

-960.00

-+24if.oo_ _

EXPENSES:

TOTAL EXPENSES

TOTAL INCOME:
TOTAL EXPENSES:

PYR EFFECT

~---s;--~.~.,.....

4

""

-

Progr~mmlng·Fund Organlzc;Jtlon

The purpose of the Programming Fund Organization is to serve the needs of the non-SAF recognized student organizations at the University
of New Hampshire. Through the administration of the Programming Fund, the PFO seeks to provide programming funds to UNH non-SAF organizations.
Any recognized student organization is eligible to apply for funding for a program or event through PFO. A proposed program or activity must
have the potential of reaching all UNH undergraduate students. The membership of the PFO shall aid these organizations in the formation and
the finalization of their proposals and shall act as a laison at .t he SAFC meetings. Through the funding and advising provided, the PFO also serves
to increase the visibility, activity, and professionalism of recognized student organizations.

FY 1985-1986 BUDGET REQUEST
83-84
Budget

83-84
Actual

84-85
Budget

85-86
Budget

Change

INCOME:

$18148.00
5197.002000.00
4000.00

$30724.00
2676.00

11225.00

$16675.00
.00
3113.54
11225.00

.oo
.oo

+12576.00
- 2521,00
- 2000.00
- 4000.00

$27900.00

$31013.54

$29345.00

$33400.00

+ 4055.00

$26500.00 $ 6766.06
Programs
700.00
700.00
Compensation
113.40
400.00
Publ.+ Promo.
698.30
.oo .
Telephone
421.14
300.00
Office supplies
20178,96
.oo
PYR

$27000.00
700.00
400.00
545.00
700.00
.oo

$33000.00
700.00
400.00
600.00
700.00
.oo

+ 6000.00

$28877 .86

$29345.00

$35400.00

+ 6055.00

SAF

Loan Rec'd
Investment
PYR
TOTAL INCOME

$16675.00

.oo

.oo

EXPENSES:

TOTAL EXPENSES

$27900.00

PROJECTED INCOME
BUDGETED EXPENSES
1985-86 PYR EFFECT

$33400.00
35400.00
$ 2000.00-

.oo

+

.oo
55.00
.oo
.oo

;,r..--.:.~ ....... .

--
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THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
The~~ Hampshire~ ~he scud~nt-run newspaper of the Uni~ersicy of New Hampshire, shall serve che University community as a medium
of n~ws,_opinions and advertising and m pursuance -chereof, shall provide members of the student body with an opportunity for experience in journalism
·
·
and its related aspects.
New Hampshire w~ll be ~ublished every Tuesday and Friday of the academic year, with the exception of -appropriate holiday weekends, and
be d1smbuced free co the entire University community.

!h-~

·rm~

NEW IJAr'T'Slllfli,

83-84
Budget

83-B4
Actual

84-85
Budget

85-86
Proposal

Change

13,687
3,000

13,687 .oo
1,51 8.88

19,312
2,500

19,214
-0-

98
-2, 500

68,000
2,500
1,000

50,944 .o 1
1,538.80
3,087.50

75,000
2,500
3,240

83,000
2,500
3,500

+7,000

88,187

93,966.19

102,552

108,248,

~

~~(~I~~-

. INCOME
SA f'

Tnves t111• •11 t
Adv ert.i l' lng
HeguJ:~e

l' la sts l f.i ,,ct
Subscrirt.ions
'l'C'TA T, l

I!( ·nr:~;

-o-

260

+

~

Com1 e11s=,tion
7,950
!·di tor-in-r.hief
1 ;ooo
t•',rnagine; Edi tors 1,250
!Jews Pdi tors
1,250
Features Ed i tor
625
625
srorts Edi tor
J·hoto Edi tor
800
11usiness Manager
700
Ass I t nusiness Mgr 400
C'i. rcu lation Mgr
4C:-J
!·di t0r-ial ass' t
300
l:raph i cs Manager
500
Forum Fdit0r
100
t:ews f1rief l.sdi tor
-0Member compensation
Ad t'ommission
2,720
-0Circulation
rory Heading
1,749
l hotographera
1,200
lroduction
5,565
Rep~rtera
3,000
Typists
4,293
Travel (2)
3,300
Coutracted Services 1,000
Su1,rlies;
Photo
Production
5,000
-0Office
Telephone
3,800
Equipment M & R
3,500.
Insurance
300
Subscriptions & Dues -650,410
Printing
Postage
2,900
Loan Payback
___:Q:_

7,950.00 ·
1,000.00
1,250.00
1,250.00
625.00
625,00
800.00
700.00
400 .oo
400.00
300.00
500.00
100.00
-0-

1

2, 29,.6 .oo
-02,044,50
1,200.00
5,551.50
3,000.00
3,602,50
3,749,00
805,28
8,745,04
2,290,59

8jJii

Total Expense

100,187

-o-

··-0,3, 766: 72
3,051.22
-0-044,397.75
2,735!6~
92,888.79

Budseted PYR Effect
Budgeted Income
Budgeted Expense
Budge1e~ P¥R LOBB .

7;Jlc58

8,200
1,000
1, -400
1,350
675
675
675
675
400
400
275
500
100
100

2,475
1,040
2,090
1,200
6,097
3,000
4,878
3,500
1,000
8,900
3,500
4,500

l.'o~~l

1,250
1,250
625
625
700
700
400
400
300
500
100
-0-

4;880
5,000
300
100
47,122
2,000
12,000
112,552

+

350
-0150
100
50
50
25
25
-0-025
-0-0+100

68
-0522
+ -0i
-0+ 450
-01000
-0-,
100
- 500
+ 500
+ 100
+ 1;000
+2,000
+ 116.
100
+
+2,592
200

2,612
1,200
6,097
3,450
4,878
2,500
1,000
9,000
3;uuu
5,000
·1,000
5,000
7,000
416
200
49,714
2,200
11,700

_:_____lQQ

118,614

+ 6,062

-

..

108,248
118,614
10,400

·11·stude·ntPress
A PUBLISHING ORGANIZATION

Aegis Catalyst Commuter Advocate Si,«ial ProjtJCts
·
· Commllntar, Visual Arts C11/11stial Visions

.

The purpose of the Student Press is to provide a medium for UNH students to gain experience in journalism, creative writing, advertising,
photography and graphic design. Staff members will gain valuable leadership and management skills through the production of the ~ommuter
Advocate, a semi-monthly news-magazine which emphasizes those issues pertaining to the commuter and non-traditional student body; Aegis,
a fiction and poetry journal; Catalyst, a non-fiction general interest publication; and Visual Arts, a photographic and/or graphic arts journal.
Such publications will benefit the University of New Hampshire by accommodating the diverse tastes and interests of its student body.
In addition, the Student Press o°ffers technical advice and assistance to any non-SAF organization which has a well thought out idea for a
special project publication.

Bud~et
Budget

1983-811

Actual
1963-84

$29,955.00
1,600.00
16,100.~o

$29,955.00
9.00
T ,662.07

$50,706.00
o.oo
10,000.00

~

Budget

SAF
Grants/Gifts
Advertising

SAFRA
Investment Incqme.

PYR

1964::-65

03;~26;00

..... 224..07 ·
4;286;42

5.~9..81.00.,.

li.2.~4.T.63

.. ··1,5.00.,-00.

Proposed
1965-86

.500.00 .
a.oo

$50,003.20
0.00
10,000.00
5,000.00
o_.oo
o.oo

61 ,2Q6., 00.

65,003.20

~. ~

- ·"702.60

Business Manager•
Production Mgr.

. 1963-84

+5,000.00
500.00

-

+3,797 .20

~:.i iri:·n·luuel
Celestial Vi'lli'Onll
(2 Issues)
Commuter Advocate.

Special ProJecta1 ·

PUBLICITY AHD PRor,

$ 8,315,00
?00.Gq
550.00
400.00
300.00
300,00
150,00
300.00
150.00

Photo Director
Catalyst Editor
~ Aaat Editor
oetr;r l'ldi tor
Aeg
Aegis Fiction Editor
Edi tor
Drama
Aegis
150,00
ViRual Arts FA.itor
Visual. Arts Asst Editor
15,00
150,00
Celestial Visions Ed.
Celestial Visions Aaat FA., 75.00
Commuter Advocate
Editor-ln-cfileJ
400.00.
Neva Editor
300.00
Features Editor
200.00
Photo Edi tor
200,00
Production Mgr,
200,00
Asst Produci ton Mgr,
100.00
Distribution Mgr,
300,00
Typeae, ~ing Mgr,
100.00
Advertising Starr
1,130,00
Q,00.. .
Advert~~ng 1Wt.a1:1~
M»I.IJER COMPE!ISATIOII
3,616.00

$ 6,450.00

$ 5,900.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

550,00
400.00 .
200.,00
300,00
150.00
300.0.0. .
150.00

550.00
400.00
300.,00
300,00
150.00
300.,QO.
150.00

150.00
o.oo
225,00
225.00

150.00
75.00
150,00
75.00

550.00
250.00
300.00
300.00
150.00
225.00
225.00
225 .oo
150.00
75.00
o.oo
o.oo

500.00
350.00
350.00
0.00
400.00
o.oo
200.00
100.00
900.00
350...®-·
2,900.00

500.00
350,00
350.00
o.oo
400.00
o.oo
200.00
o.oo
600,00
350,QQ .
2,900.00

$ 5,695.00 .

400.,0.0. .
300AOO
200.00
157 .00
200.00
100.00
300.00
100.00 ·
180.00
Q.QCL.

3,416.82

TRAVEL

-

550.00

-

150.00

+ 225.00

TELEPHOBE
CAPITAL EQUIPMEIIT
SUPPLIES
Production
Office
Photo
EQUIP RENT & MAI.NT
INSURAIICE
POSTAGE
SUBSCRIPTIONS

-

TOTAL EXPENSE

150.00
75.00

Actual

1963-64

Budget
1964-85

Proposed
1965-86

$ 9,755.00
6,300.00
5 ,973,00
4,5.60.00

$11,216.25
7,245.00
6,666.95
o.oo

+1,463.25
++ 945.00
+ 695 .95
-4 ,650.00

10,500.00

12,075.0.0

+1,575. .oo

450.00
1,40.0.• 00.
1,920.00
5.00.00

400.• 00
1,400.0.0.
2 ,496.~o
3,200,0.0.
950.00
1,200.00
3,000.00
50.00
300.00
300.00

$1,500.00
4,600 •. 00
5,100.00
3,_60:J..,O.O. .

$ 4,064.0Q
2,661.26

11,250.,00 .

9,181.4.S

2,337.~ .

800.00
1,600.00
0.00

25.4.11
785.,2_1
1,822_.5.2_
o.• ao.

3,000.00
850.00
1,600.00
690.00

2,946.61
735,00
934,38
358.42

3,000.00
950,00
1,600.00
2 ,573,00

300.00

423,55

250.00

$52,981.00

$47,696.42

$61,206.00

100.0Q .

.

PAST YEAR'S RESERVES

- 100.00
- 300.00

Change

1UIITDIO

Catalyr (2 ieaue11)

EXPENSES
OFFICER COMPEIIBATIOII
Director

~

Change

12 /31/64 Balance
Budgeted 64-85 Effect
Budgeted 65-66 Effect
Projected Future PYR 1 S

*

$-15 ,933. 66
2,000.00
21000.00
- 6,933,66

Special Projects. to b.e. funded f{l°9J!\ Wf1./t J!eDd~tf ql\fC ~J.ll:Q'(a,l.

50.00

...

576.00

t

2Q0.. 0.0

500.00

$60,003.20

-+

400.00
427 =oo
+ 50.00
+ 50.00
+ 300.00

-1,202 .60
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A3-84
BUf.GET
$4~6
5000.00
2500.00
1600.00
2600.00

SAF
UNT FR~:RITING
INVESTMENT
AI" VERT IS ING
PY?.

PROPOSF.fl INO:Ol1J r;
A4-R5
8j-84
BUfGET
ACTUAL
J 4 ~ 6 :;;4 ~ 6
5000.00
12§2.00
21 3.18
2ioc1.oo
1 00.00
1592.50
2700.00
2613.00

A5-8t
PRQ)'OS~T
~1 6 ~
2500.00
1600.00

MJ:O J:NO

'.)000,00

SJ,15 . 00

3000 . 00

30 0 0. 00

TO:IAL lNCO!',lE

i,;i60J5z.26

~5c;81J.46

~62882.46

llz1006.46

?"'UN!

WUNH-FM ESTIMATED EXPENSES FOR
a3-B4
a3-a4
84-95
BUL'GET
ACTUAL
BUIX;ET
:$1~0
$
1
~
6
$lmf:gO
6600.00
6038.62
750.00
·728.00
661.23 ·
871.00

CHANGE
~~00
?500.ool
2500.00
. 200.00
(2700,00)

iMZ!J.oo

Primarily, we are a service organization, providing the most up to
date information and news, concerning our community. We strive for
a diversity of programming, endeavoring to provide something for each
o f our listeners . In addition
WUNH-FM strives to maintain th~
highest levels of professionalism
in its broadcasting. We will provide
the opportunity for interested Unive1 ::. i t y :> tUU t l lt :> LU LU lll t:: fll (.Onrnct
with all phases of ma.; s communication through on the job training.

128a-ea

5- 6
PROPOSED

CHANGE

~o

i~

PROGRAMS
OFFICER COMP,
MEMBER COMP,
HINTING
PUBLICITY/PROMO
3595.80
CONFE?.ENCES/TRAV. 810.00
6410.00
TELEPHONE
CAPITAL EQUIP,
6659.00
229.00
PROtUCTION
1426.00
OFFICE SUP:PLY
CONTRACT. SERV.
1920~
EQUIP , JY',A INT.
11542! 00
2j.10.oo
INSUR,1LICENSE
-976.00
POSTAGE
LOAN PAYABLE
3399.46
COMPUTER COSTS
328.00
SUBSCRIPTIONS

4723.10
753.82
5036.00
6624,05
22 .50
1622.81
1454.91
8 11.53
2110.71
732.85
3399.46
66.26
225.00

6159.00
910.00
5880.00
3Roo,oo
22Q,OO
1254.oo
2100.00
11)61-.00
2170.00
1035.00
3349.46
2 o.oo
440.00

6750.00
690.00
825.00
6058.00
1752.00
6468.00
8130.00
200.00
1135.00
2100.00
12150.00
2170.00
1368.00
3399.46
820,00
254.00

:p603.5.7.26

:P53682.61

$62882.46

~71006.46

Budget
1983-84

Actual
1983-84

Budget
1984-85

Proposed
1985-86

Change

$60. l 00

$60,100

$60,248

$77,125

+16,877

TOTAL EXPENSES
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150.00
£38.00)
25.00
qo1.oo)
842.00
588.00
4330.00
(29,00)
(119.00)
783,00
333.00
580.00
(186.00)
:jl8124.00

INCOME

1. SAF Allocation
2. Grants/Gifts
a. Senior Portrait Commission
b. Sponsorship
3. Admissions
4·_ Advertising
5. Loan Received
6. Subscript ions
7. Sale of Merchandise
8. Fund Raising
9. Investment Income
10. Special Reserve Grant
11 . SAFAA Al 1ocation

TOTAL INCOME

3,000
3,000
0
2,500
0
16,200
0
0
0
0
NA

3,690
2,445
0
2,560
0
3,810
0
O·
4,849.98
2,685
NA

3,200
2,500
0
2,500
0
8,000
0
0
4,000
0
NA

3,700
2,000
0
3,000
0
2,000
0
0
NA
NA
7,000

500
0
- 6,000
0
0
- 4,000
0
+ 7,000

84,800

80,139.98

,...,,,. 80,448

94,825

+14,377

+

0

+

EXPENSE

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10 .
11.
12.
13 .
1;.

15.
16.
17.

Programs
Officer Compensation
Member Compensation
Printing
a. Book
b. Office
c. Advertising
. d. Book-Special Grant
Publicity/Promotion
Travel /Conference
Tel eptione
Capital EqUiJ:lllent
Production Supplies
a. Photo ·
b. Lay-Out
Office Supplies
Cont ·acted Services
EquiJ:lllent Rental/Maintafnce
Insurance, License, Taxes
Postage
a. Book
b. 0.f f i ce
c. Adver t ising
Loan Pay ab 1e
Com puter Costs
Su bsc ription/Ou es

TOTAL EX PENSE

Budget
1983-84

Actual
1983-84

$ .l ,250
4,600
2,500

$

60,000
NA
1,500
0
1,300
450
800
300

0
4,300
2,286,62

Budget
1984-85

Proposed
1985-86

$

$

0
4,400
2,400

0
4,500
2,500

Change

+

+

0
' TOO
TOO

l ,115.15
2,685*
1,386,92
235 .42
492.21
0

57,000
300
600
0
1,500
350
800
800

62,000 .
200
600
0
1 , 750
350
800
200**

NA
350
0
1,000
250

1,952.10
NA
349 . 53
0
120.94
178

3,500
NA
350
0
317
250

3,500
150
200
0
300
250

6 , 500

6,500*

4 , 750
300
650
0
0
181

Q,250
350
725
0
50
150

+ 1, 500
+
50
+
75
0
50
+
31

84,825

+ 6,377

4,000

0
0
0

84,800

58,815*

NA

0
0
0

81 , 522. 7.5*

*E;;tlmated due to the fact that the last bfll has not been received from publisher.
**Pending SAFC approv a 1
***Official figure 80,448 as Gain to PYR was line item· fn last year's budget ($2,000}.

500
500

+ 5,000

+

+

100
0
0
250
0
0
600
0
150
150
0
17
0

THE
GRANITE ·
The Granite, an entirely student run
publication, shall provide the uni- versity community with a yearbook
that gives the student body the
opportunity to express the feeling,
memories and events ot the university year through literary, artistic,
and creative illustration. The Granite
provides the student body with
opportunities to gain experience
in the fields of production, business,
photography, journalism, administracion, and advertising. Membership to the Granite is open to any
undergraduate student at the Uni versity of New Hampshire.
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HLlSO
INCOME

83/84

83/84
Budget

84/85
Budget

85/86

~.il!!.!!....

62,335.20

62,335.20

63,614.20

72,739.20

SAF

Change

Budget

9125.00

-o-

-o-

1,000.00

-0-

o , soo . oo

D, o7, . oo

o~soo . oo

:>,soo . oo

(2) Pub

25,375.00

19,557.45

20,000.00

20,000.00

-o-

(3) Films

14,900.00

13,161.91

17,900.00

12,000 •.00

(5,900.00)

6;500.00

1,8n.oo

2,62.5,00

Grants

-0-

Admissions:
(1) A-••/1•••,..•••

-

~

~)

M.U.S.O.'s primary responsibility is to develop student programs for the University Commu" ·
ity in the Memorial Union ~uildin.g
It also helps develop sound stuaent
leadership through the planning
and execution of these programs.
The purpose of M.U.S.O. is to
provide the organization and administration of cultural, educational, and social.activities such as _
arts
popular and entertaining
(i;e. theater, dance, and exhibits),
lectures, photography, and darkroom instruction, diversified MUB
programming, primarily, bu't'not .
, restricted to the MUB PUB, and
various events and services upon
request fro~ the University community.

films.,

-~

(4) Darkroom
Loans

-o

-o-

~o-

Investment Incoae

-o-

366,25

100.00

TOTAL . . . . . ...,....., 119,610.20

1_o s;349'.8l

, ... 0~0 - 00)

2,500.0.0 . (

125.00)

-o-o-

700.00)

-o-

114,'339:20 · 1_09, 739.20

(4,600.00)

_(7 ,000.00)

EXPENSES

Programs:
(1) Arts/lectures

22,500.00

15,517.31

22,500.00

15,500.00

(2) Pub

43,250.00

47,132.31

40,000.00

45,000.00

5,000.00

(3) Films

22,850.00

20,330.28

21,850.00

19,000.00

(2,850.00)

-o-

-

(0: Darkroom

- 8,372.00

3,144.04

2,500.00

2,500.00

Compensation

6,150.00

6,150.00

6,150.00

6,650 . 00

500.00

Publicity/promo

9,800.00

9,701.87

9,800.00

10,000.00

. 200.00

860.00

1,037.43

900.00

900.00

Telephone

1,800.00

1,602.04

2,150.00

2,200.00

Capital equipment

1,189.00

2,322.20

3,000.00

750.00

493.63.

750.00

-0-

-o-

-o-

Travel

Office supplies
E. rental & maint .

(3,000 . 00)

-0-

700.00

200.00

78S. 51

600.00

800.00

l:,4.8 9.20

1,489.20

1,48'9.20

TOTAL INCOME

119,610 . 20

105,34-9.81

_1_14, 339. 20

109,739.20

TOTAL EXPENSES

119.610 . 20

109. 707 .03

111,689.20

106,739.20

2,650.00

3,000.00

-o-

(4,356.00 ·

50.00)

2,000.00

600.00

PYR EFFECT

<

2,000.00

1,489.20

Postage
Loan Payback

-o50 . 00

-o(4,600.00)

i,~PE .
STUDENT COMMITTEE ON POPULAR Ef;JTERT AINMENT

PROPOSED 198~-86 BUDGET
Budget Item

83-84

83-84

84-85

8,-86

Bud set

Actual

Buds;et

Pro20 s e d

$40,190

$40,190

35,655

1,000

5,425

2,750

48,454

75,000

Chanse

INGOME:
SAF

The purpose of SCOPE is to
provide the best possible variety of
POPULAR entertainment which
is representative of all members of
the University Community.
SCOPE will act as the primary
promoter of these musical and
concert events at all levels, and
provide students with the opportunity to be involved in this production to the highest degree possible.
SCOPE will maintain complete
professionalism in all of its productions and maintains the integrity
of the relationship between the
U niversitsy and the Music Industry
at large.

Investment
Admissions

I

1:

I

(; ,ooo)
500

$41,190

$94,069

$111,605 *$113,610

$32,000

$35,346

$105,700

$105,700

nc

3,000

100

EXPENSES:
Programs

(net)
Officer Compensation
Member Compensation
Publicity/Promotion
Travel/Conferences
Telephone

,

2,900

2,880

2,900

500

441

650

550

200

202

4,400

4,400

1,500

2,076

1,900

1,875

2,000

1,907

2,000

1,800

~

( 100)
nc

25
(200)

Capital Equipment

200

Production Supplies

I·

$ 7,255
(2,750)

70,000
500

Sale of Merchandise

TOTAL INCOME:

43,110

Office Supplies

450

Equip. Rent. /Maint

400

License
Postage
Subscripti o ns
TOTAL EXPEN S ES :

116

450

450

400

200

200

( 200 ) .

1,000
50

43

60

60

nc

1 90

1 35

145

375

2 30

$118,605

$118,610

$40,1 9 0

$ 4 3,146

'\;
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FY 1985-86 Budget Reque-,t
1983-4

lncoae

· SAF
PVR
other
TOTAL

budget

1983-4
actual

1984-5
budget

1985-6
proposed

change

23,793.85
1,250.00

23,793.85

21,959.85

26,31::S.85

4,354.00

o.oo

t,~6.93
490.00

1.~.00

~000.00

1,750.00

600.00

1,000.00

400.00

25,043.85

25,380.7B

23,809.85

30,3-13.85

6,:504.00

s:•=-==:m:2:ca:::::••=-••=•ac=•••=--a=•=-=--••m•~•-=--=•=-••m••---•••••--=--•.-rc•-.•

Subscription

1983-4

1983-4

bud9et

1984-5

1985-6

actual

budget

proposed

change

!50.00

62.05

75.0C

75.00

0.00

:s, :546. 00

6,100.00
150.00

5l54. 00
(750.00 j -

6,250.oo .

(196.00>

··,_;

Cap. Equip.

<t >

5, 3:50. 00
2,955.00

---

B,305.oo

e,045.98

6,446.00

Gen l!tgr

400.00

Bus 11gr
News Dir
Tech Dir
Prod 11gr
Prog Dir
Publ Dlr

350.00
350.00
350.00
300. 00
250.00
::soo. 00

400.00
350.00
350.00
350.00
300.00
250.00

-400.00
350.00
350.00

(2)

total

900.00

Colnpenaat.i on

- . . .

.t

The purpose of the Student Television Network shall be to provide
interested stu·dentsw with an opportunity to gain practical and
educational experience with small
format television.
STVN shall provide free use of
½" portable videotape equipment
to any SAF paying student and shall
offer smalt format televisin workshops during the ye%1,r which shall
be offered to any student at UNH.
The Student .Network shall pro-

total

typ_.iter

total

::soo.pa

2,300._00

:s, 100.00

2,000.00

l,2:SS.72

100.00

!50.00

o.oo

-so.oo

• 1,600.00

;S/_4

, 20

o.oo

1,600.00
2,sso.00 .
1,:soo.00

1,aso.00
1,300.00
(50.00)

o.oo

S,450.00

750 . 00

314 60 · 750.oo
._
112 o0 .
100.00
v.ide.r.e.gujal')'-·SC-ftedu-lcd program~ - - ------- ---•·· · - ·----- - -·- - .aA-----~ ......J..50..;00 ming on a biweekly basis in addition
·:., ·
~
.... -... • : • , v
·-toi.i·1 ·. • 1'-, ~ ~oo ·
ro providing other student produced
of fie•
400.00
programming .free of charge to aU
:Z,150.00
students. ~peciality programming
In•ur-anc•
1,soo.00
shall also be offered.
STVN shall strive to provide
2,,000:00
Pr09"'-•
· programming to a broader audience
2,000.00.located outside the Memorial Union
.
soo.oo
Building.
•

TOT-AL

100.00

: 1,0Q0.00

:·

~.oo

roo.oo

25,043.a:s

o.oo

200.00 _
--- 444v:U.- ___ UIO.-OC)___ _ ...t.,.OOQ.@ _ ..
144.5'
400.ZS

~- :1,750.00~ - 00

2,950.00

• 2,200.00

3,400.00

1,315.15

450.00

1,650.00 .

250.00
100.00

,

:;

•
.~ ;oo ______
-~ _ -· _

_______ _

· 1,200-,.00 .,. ,-·

o.·oo • ·

1,200.00

o.oo

soo.oo
2,000.00

:s,000.00

579.26

laOO.OC

600.00

o.oo

o.oo

1'90.00

200.00

100.00

4,0lm.-89

o.oo

---- -- · -

4,089.115

1,000.QO ·.
750.oo .

·

4,088.115

_20,416.53

} ,oa.es

~-..e:s

::s.o,:u:s.a

1,000.00

'.

.}

6,504.00
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WANTED
I

I
!

i

II

BUSINESS
MANAGEf)

=

STUDENT ACTIVITY FEE ORGANIZATION

I

PAID POSITION
-GREAT EXPERIENCE-BEST RESUME ON CAMPUS
-HAVE YOUR OWN OFFICE WITH COMPUTER
-BE YOUR OWN BOSS AND HAVE SOMEONE
WORK FOR YOU
-DECI DE HOW STUDENTS MO NEY IS SPENT
-WOR K WI TH Mu s o ·, STVN, SCO PE, WUNH, ETC

i

APPLY: SAFO OFFICE, ROOM 145

MUB
862-1013

I

Deadline is February 15

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll II IIIIIU IIIIIIIIIII II IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII Ill llllllUIIIHIIIIIHlllmi§
IA.

. eoo.oo

300.00
2,300.00

100. 0 0

Sup~~:,::ctf.ar1

-

"

1:50.00
100.00

2,300.00

2,0'50.00

Loan paVIJactc

.,

150.00

- 400.00
400.00

Cl)
(2)
(3.)

.-

ld ■ I-

---0 ~ 00

:soo.oo
250.oo

100.00 ..
100.00
100.00

450.00
450.00
..,.ao!oq
450.00

Equip N•int
Eng • Rep

Travel

I Id

500.oo

..

r

..

.

Opening .for:
Student Senate
Judicial
Affairs
Chairperson
To lead the Senate Council that
works with:
-the University Judicial System
-the Student Senate Legal
-Services
-The Student Organizations
Committee
-The Students Rights and Rules

Applications Available in
the Student Senate office:
Room 130 in the MUB
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UNHSTUD ENT
. DIRECTORIES
Are Available starting
Monday February 11 .· ·

· Pick-LJP in the Student Senate office ·
. · Roorn 130 iri the· Mus· . . . . ..
.
.
~ 0-2 Monday - Thursday_ -

.

.

.
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.• ,,.-

. - i

-

{IJ

STU DENT T'R USTEE
. · · ELECTION

<•

.

•

,

Become a full voting member
of the USNH Board of Trustees
Petition available in the Student Senate Office
Room 130 in the MUB
..

.

.

Election:.· March 5·and 6
p·e titions with. 50-full titne student signatures
due on February 15 . ·
See Bill Robidoux
in the Student Senate office for more details
I
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Arts & Features
Carnfvalgets
cool response
By Pat O'Dell
Students are responding to
this year's Winter Carnival
theme with a mix of confusion
and nostalgia.
"I think the sixties should
have been left unremembered.
Torch runs and bonfires? I don't
exactly know how that relates
to the sixties," said Sophomore
Jon Ek.:HL·on1.

Kappa Sigma fraternity built a likeness of Wile E. Coyote for last year's Winter Carnival
snow sculpture competition. (file photo)

Winter Carnival events include a torch run sponsored by
Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity,
a presentation of the movie The
Btg Chill, and a snow volleyball
tournament.
The theme in question is
"The Big Chill: A Tribute to the
Sixties."
To Senior Mike Tivey, the
theme choice is a fun opportunity.
"A lot of fun things happened
in the sixties and they deserve
to be promoted. The sixties were
a fun time-the end of the fun
times. There was a lot less
confusion as to what the country
was doing, said Tivey.
"It's obvious the Winter
Carnival is going to focus on the
positive aspects (of the time).-

It's not going to degrade an era,"
he said.
"I 'really don't think people
are going to put up snow sculptures of blacks protesting... When I think of the sixties
I think of Elvis Presley movies," ·
Tivey said nostalgically.
"I think it's horrible," said
Junior Mark Schrader. "The
whole thing with the sixtiesit offered a lot, but not the kind
of things you can use for ice
sculptures and things like that."
"I don't think most of the
students here now remember
much about the sixties anyway,"
Schrader said.
"It seems to me it was a real
faddish time that most people
don't remember much about,"
he added.
Senior Mike Miller said he
thinks the sixties were both
"traumatic and interesting."
"A lot of people enjoy the
sixties. I know I do; I think some
tribute should be made. I don't
know if the Winter Carnival is
an appropriate representation.
What else are they doing, besides attaching the name to it?"
Miller said.

Dudley is still cuddley lighting temptation
By Consuelo B. Congreve
Micki & Maude, A Columbia
Pictures release starring Dudley Moore, Ann Reinking,
Amy Irving, and Richard Mulligan. Directed by Blake Edwards, screenplay by Jonathan
Revnolds. Rated PG-13.
Dudley Moore has risen above
the plague of bad movies he has
recently endured to turn in an
endearing performance in the
whimsical comedy Micki &
Maude.
· Moore is Rob Salinger, a
reporter for "America, Hey!"
an "Entertainment Tonight"
kind of show, who is deeply in
love with his wife, and also his
wife.
Rob is a vicitm of circumstances and his own loving heart.
He can't seem to help himself
in his affair with Maude. She
tells him she's pregnant, and
he agrees to divorce his wife.
He wants to tell his wife Micki,
but just as he is about to she
announces she is pregnant. He
decides to tell neither and to
juggle them.
But fate is against him.
Who else could run into
Maude's parents on the way into
his wedding with Micki? Who
else could take his pregnant wife
to her obstetrician only to run
into his pregnant wife at the
obstetrician's? Who else could
have two wives giving birch in
the same hospital at the same

time in adjoining rooms?
Moore is his usual adorable
self throughout the movie. He
· creates sympathy. It is obvious
chat he is unhappy ab o ut the
state of his affairs, but he loves
state of his affairs, but he loves
bGth hi w.i e.s so d~ p.1 he
doesn't wane to hurt either one.

He didn't mean to cheat on
Micki, but she was so busy at
the law firm that he rarely saw
her, and Maude was so sweet
and beautiful that he couldn't
resist her. His eyes show the
pain he feels when he thinks
about losing either one.

worship your body like a French
cathedral" she breathes, and the
two embrace in a clumsy but
passionate kiss. The very absurdity of the whole situation
makes this the funniest shot in
the movie.

A fine supporting case is
rounded out be Richard Mulligan as Rob's best friend Leo.
Leo is the only person Rob can
confide in, and is the best man
in both of Rob's weddings. He
tries to help Rob out_ of the mess,

Ann Reinking is a dynamic
and poised Micki. She quits her
law firm to have the baby, but
plans, designs, and executes a
designer catalogue for pregnant
women from her bed. When she
is admitted to the hospital in
throes of labor pains, she asks
for a telephone and a stenographer.
Amy Irving is the playful and
youthful Maude, a cellist who
also likes to watch monster
movies. In the midst of her
audition for a major Philharmonic Orchestra, she shudders
and calmly explains, "My water
just broke."
Director Blake Edwards filled
his film with excellent visual
gags. Maude takes Rob to visit
her professional wrestler father
"Gorilla" Muldoon (H.B. Haggerty) in a lockeroom. There
the diminuative Moore is
dwarfed by such august personages as Jack "Wildman" Armstrong, Chief Jay Strongbow,
and Andre the Giant. Andre,
who measures at least two feet
over Moore, lays his anvil like
hands on his shoulders. This
heightens Salinger's fear that
Maude's father will find out

about Micki and kill him.
Another notable scene is
between Micki's obstetrician
and his nurse. Waaace Shawn,
the cuddly but wimpy guy with
a lisp best remembered from
My Dinner with Andre is th e
doctor co Lu Leonard's latg<: and
imposing figure of a nurse. "I

-,

Maude.

·

and supplies moral support and
advice.
The movie keeps the audience
constantly guessing whether the
wives will ever discover one
another, and hoping for Rob's
~ake that ~hey will not. , _
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Re_cor<! reviews:something old andsomething new
with powerfully brave and pas- assumes the character of a release in ten years is still an
helpless Russian soldier in amazingly strong comeback
sionate music.
You'll find out soon enough World War II. It's a stunning album.
that Scott is rock's newest · diary that details the horrors
Some of it may so4und too
romantic. In the album's opener, of Russian soldiers under Stal"Church Not Made With in's rule. In the end, after much like old Creedence but
Hands," Scott affectionately accusing Stalin of demoralizing there's nothing wrong with that.
. sings, "There she walks in fresh them, Scott realizes that the only Don't forget that they were one
tracks are on the th'ing he's left with is "the brute of rock's greatest singles bands
and Fogerty was its creative
I fields/Her
land/S~e is everywhere and no will to survive."
place ...
The bouncy title-track based force.
This song displays the Wa- around Scott's biting acoustic
Centerfield is a solo album
terboys at their best as it pow- strumming closes the record in in the truest sense. Fogerty
erfully sets the album's theme. triumphant style. Finally Scott played every instrument, sung
The Waterboys
Led by the driving piano of Karl wonders "How did he come all the words and handled the
A Pagaq Place
Wallinger along with Kevin here? /Who gave him the key- production. Everything works
Island
Wilkinson's snappy drumming ... to th~ Pagan Place?"
brilliantly. The playing through.
By Bill Millios
and Scott's "Who-like horns,
Youd n_e':er know t~at he,1ust __. out is top-notch and the sound
The W aterboys make the kind this is only a sample of the music m~9~__a_f1!1m-m~sterp1~s~.:.. . /
is refreshingly clear.
of music even your parents which follows.
"The Old Man Down The
In a way, the Waterboys are
would like. With roaring sax. Ro::irl" kicks off'rht=> alhurn With
ophones and horns held rogerh- du: lht.ik. ::,iuc: uf U2. Dutl1 SLVll
· its bluesy feel and lazy guitar
er by refreshing piano and guitar and U2's Bono are similar soul
licks, the song may be a bit
deep
their
out
shell
who
singers
work, their music is the closest
annoying at first. But it grows
thing you will find to a rock personal feelings. However,
on you.
orchestra. Excluding the E where Bono constantly looks
''Rock and Roll Girls" follows
Street Band, no group has a ahead to the future, Scott appears bothered by his past. In
and it'll probably be the next
thicker or bigger sound.
Bandleader Mike Scott's lyrics "Rags", whose opening guitar
single. This easygoing track's
are something else, however. riffs resemble the Edge, Scott
laid-back tempo and lyrics show
Face it, anyone who likens God pessimistically confesses "And ·
:how content Fogerty has bethere's no one to blame but me."
to a boy scout or pokes fun at
come. "If I had my way/I'd
"Somebody Might Wave
churches wouldn't be welcome
shuffle off to Buffalo/Sit by the
in most homes.
lake/ And watch the world go
··. _.
Back" goes one step further into ( . Jolin Fo·g-·e-rty
by."
Yet A Pagan Place, the band's Scott's self-doubting views.
first full-length album, has "Been awake all night/ counting Centerfield ·
"Big Train (From Memphis)"
nothing to do with devil wor- the hours till sunrise/Drawing Warner Brothers
"Mr. Greed" both let Fogand
a
And
top/
table
a
of
shipping as its title implies. patterns
erty have fun. The farmer's
Sure, most of the song's oblique lip light gaze-my mouth just By Bill Millios
lyrics sound like a rockibilly
lyrics will leave you confused dropped ... what do I have to
It's hard not to like Center- standard and the latter allows
in the end, not knowing what lose? /Somebody might wave
field. For all of its predictable Fogerty to rip loose with some
to make of it all. But from start back."
In "Red Army Blues", Scott moments, John Fogerty's first vicious power chords.
to finish, A Pa?,an Place is filled

Borrowing Creedence's
"Have You Ever Seen the
Rain?" chord pattern, "I saw
it on T.V." is Fogerty's account
of T.V.'s effect on him through
the years. In a haunting verse
remembering J.F.K., Fogerty
sings, "A young man from
Boston/Set sail The New Frontier/ And we watched the
dream/Dead-end in Dallas/They buried innoncence that
year."
The title track, with its playful
hand-clapping, sets the album's
theme. When Fogerty says "Put
me in coach, I'm ready to play"
he's not addressing the baseball
world but the rock world in
declaring his return .
It's fitting that the funky
"Vanz Kant Danz" ends the
album. Not only is it the record's
most daring song, with its
reggae-influenced choruses, but
the most fiery. It is Fogerty's
sharp .attack on former Fantasy
Records president Saul Zaentz,
who Fogerty believes cheated
Creedence and himself of millions in royalties for their hit
songs. Fogerty sneers "Vanz
can'r dance/But he'll steal your
money/Watch him and he'll rob
you blind.''
Centerfield proves one thingthat John Fogerty is once again
making dynamic music. For that
alone, we should all be grateful.

WUNH~
Top Ten
!Albu.ms
Singles:

· Michelle Cliffords and Kathy Staples take advantage of the snow this week's storm provided
by cross-country skiing in College Woods. (Charles Smith,Jr. photo)

1. Jean Michael Jarre-Zoolook
2. Time Zone 12"-World Des- · l. Stranglers-"Skin Deep"
truction
2. Smiths-"How Soon is Now"
3. John Fogerty-Centerfield
3. OMD-"Tesla Girls"
4. Luther Johnson Jr.-Doin' the 4. Grand Master Flash- "Sign
Sugar Too
of the Times"
5. Los Lobos-How Will The 5. Colourfield- "Thinking of
Wolf Survive
You"
6. Dogmatics-Thayer St.
6. Husker Du- "Celebration
7. Cocteau Twins-Treasure
Day"
8. Nails-Mood Swing
7. David Bowie-"America"
9. Android Sisters-Songs of 8. Charm Dogs-"Weather ForeElectronic Despair
cast"
10. Eurhythmics-1984 Sound- 9. Pete Shelley-"Never Again"
track
10. Hula-"Fever Car"

Looking at legs: a fashion preview
By Pat O'Dell
Skirts are getting shorter; a
lot shorter.
That's good news for some
and a panic alert for others.
This year's spring fashions,
'whether from Paris, New York
or other assorted points on
the globe; all end well above the
knee.
And with sarong skirts enjoying a strong resurgence in
popularity, legs will be hard to
hide in the coming months.
Not that most men will object
to that. An informal poll taken
at UNH shows that two thirds
of the mea you meer on the

street will look first at your legs.
And t·o p fashions designers,
most of whom are male coincidentally, are designing clothes
with that fascination in mind.
Calvin Klein, for exapmle,
produced a black cashmere
dinner dress that barely skims
the thighs. A steal at $482, but
one that wouldn't even allow
you to bend over if you dr.)ppped
y~nir credit card.
Other proponents of the
shorter skirt include Geoffrey
Beene and Oscar de la Renta,
as well as the unforgettable
Stephen Sprouse.
Sprouse, one of the best

known British designers, specializes in ultra-bright colors.
One of his current favorites
seems to be fuschia. (Vogue calls
it neon-pink, but it still looks
like Fuschia.) Both short and
bright, his dresses are certainly
eye catching.
But don't be fooled . Legs
aren't the only thing that will
be exposed in some of these
clothes. Backs, shoulders and
midriffs will also be bared. Many
dresses especially for evenings
have strategically placed cutouts.
Exposure, of course, is not the
most important quality a dress
_can possess, even if it is the most
noticeable ..And it isn't even the

most striking one these clothes
have.
Precisely what that quality
is in a subject of some debate.
According to Julie Hatfield,
fashion columnist for The Boston Globe, this spring's fashions
are most striking in their femininity.
They certainly are attractive.
They are sleek and very sensual.
They are also very simple.
And this contradicts the image many have of feminine
clothing. These clothes are
conspicuously lacking in ruffles,
frills, bows and puffy shoulders. ·
Perhaps they will help develop a new defi..ai.rion of feminity.

Don't
be
dull ..
write
features!
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Donate Blood next week

(continued from page 1)
ham were being considered.
Singer said the decision to
move was not affected by the
Sunset Review Committee's
recommendations to make Channel 11 a state agency.
The Sunset Review is a NH
legislative committee which
determines the efficiency of
state agencies and suggests
solufions for problems they may
have.
Singer said he hopes to start
the Capitol Campaign drive in
several months and complete
it within six to eight months
of starting.
The projected cost for the
move is $2.3 million. The building itself will cost $ 1.) mllhon
and the rest of the money will
go to moving and installation
fees, Singer said.
Channel 11 is currently situated in three locales: the offices
and equipment are stored in the
basement of the MUB, the
Auction Center off Petree Brook
Lane, and the general off ices
across the bridge in the Petree
Brook Building.
Singer said the new station
will allow Channel 11 to centralize its offices and provide
a better working environment
for its employees.
On December 28th, "Channel
11 almost lost $750,000 worth
of equipment," due to a water
pipe bursting in the MUB,
Singer said.
Seventeen to twenty thousand
dollars of the equipment was
lost outright, and the rest of the
equipment has a reduced life
.....sp_an_,"_h_e_sa_i_d_.- - - - - - - - .

It was the second time the
station's offices in the MUB
have been flooded. The first
flooding happened in 1981 and
was also caused by broken water
lines.
The new building "will be a
safe place for the station's
equipment since the building
is being constructed with TV
in -mind," Singer said.
-

11 going toward student use.
Peter Donovan, student senate chairperson of the Financial Affairs and Administration
Committee, said, "I would be
really surprised if at this point
they (Channel 11) didn't move ...
Considering the cost of equipment, the MUB environment
is not fqQducive to maintaining
it."
. ...
' ' -- ' -

Temperature fluctuation, electrical surges and dust have also
been problems in the MUB, he
added . .
Space considerations ar~ a big
factor in the decision to make
the move, Singer said.
·'The MUB 1s Just much too
small to stay... The new building
will also allow the station to
expand into other aspects of TV
work that we are currently not
involved in," he said.
Director of the MUB Jeffrey
Onore, said he would like to see
the space vacated by Channel

Donovan said the · Student
Television Network (STVN),
who are also housed in the MUB
was experiencing problems
similar to Channel ll's.
STVN has also had problems
with dust and temperature
fluctuations, and the burst water
pipe on Dec. 28 damaged one
of their editing machines .
STVN' s business manager Ed
Martin, said his station is purchasing a suspended ceiling
which will cut down on dust and
temperature fluctuations.
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WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE

American Heart
Association

DO YC:)U RUN •••

•••
"WALKMAN?" ••
Now you can protect your invest-:
with your

ment and rid yourself of the annoy-•
onces: tangled cords, inaccessible •
controls from backpacks or poc-:
kets and the "bounce" associated
with belts or waist clips.

;
•
•
:
•
;
•

S9und-PAK is a zippered, insulated,•
well-padded, canvas "PAK" with•
elasticized straps that hold your:
portal)le stereo securely to the top•
of your chest during all sports!! _ •
fits stereos up to 4"x5 ". Blue, Red or;
Green. Adjustable. Send $17.95 plus•
: Sl post. to: Sound-PAK, Box 66,:
• Williston, VT 05495.
•

'
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MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!!!
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Mon. - Fri.·" "-,

10 a.m. - 3 p.m~
in the MUB

------
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.
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aroun d the corne r
Why not send that special person
a super cooki~ frgm

The Cook ie Jar?
Order early and remembe r
we'll ship anywhere
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COMICS

(cominued from page 1)
"Master Plan" was actually a
misnomer. "It is more of a
process than a plan," he said.

By JIM DAVIS

GARFIELD

The master plan has been
evaluated two times in the past
16 years, in 1976 and in 198384.

KARATE CAT ALSO
DEMON6TRATE5

KARATE CAT PEMON5TRATE.5
MIS ART ON A TA0LE LE.G

INCREV10LE LACK

OF FORE51GHT

DeVito said the "snapshots
in 1976 and 1983-84 were used
to stop the action and see where
the thinking was at that moment."
"The plan has not been followed strictly," said De Vito.
"h'::;

By GARY TRUDEAU

DOONESBURY
MAY&YOU
5H()(JWSPEAK
707H058
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d
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De Vito said in order for coreparking to increase, "drastic
measures" would have to be
taken, but he said UNH President Gordon Haaland is opposed to such measures, as were
his predecessors.
He would not specify what
kinds of drastic measures would
be taken.
·

(cominued from page 3)

ends April 30), organizations
which e eed the· b~dgets wili

IF J; 5(Jf<VIV€ 7H€ VTT€f?.
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5f€CIFICIMY,,,
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--STVN--

By BERKE BREATHED

1, ,
1

1Tl01C

De Vito said he would refuse
to make excuses for the lack of
parking, but he said many new
parking spaces were created
during the summer, specifically
in the D-2 lot, behind the
Alumni Center.

trfill,

me A.C.l.11. w1u 8€

f/€111(/NG Or 1H/5.

I

have to apply from SAFRA.
MUSO and The Granite are
two organizations which will
request grants from SAFRA.
The grant proposals will be
submitted as part of next year's
budget request. The Granite
Business Manager David Patch,

\

B.C.

By JOHNNY HART
I TOLD YOU CAf?E.LE551\JE;.~5 ON
1

me

JOB WOULD 0Er {OU CANNE.D .
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r
,

CANNING WOULD

FOR ,t1e cLONN
THIG

ee·rco Ga:JD

1

,nAT WR1retG

6ARBAG€-

said he feels the SAFRA idea
was a good one because "it
allows excess PYR' s to be used
more effectively and because,
in the case of organizations like
STVN, it offers organizations
a better chance to stretch large
expenses over more years."
There are some kinks in the
SAFRA system, he said, "but
they're workable."
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By JEFF MACNELLY
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·Due to the large
number ·of applicants,
we will not accept
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applications for

Transfer Orientation
Staff after Monday,
Feb. 11, 1985.
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OMNI/DUNFEY HOTELS CORPORATION
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RUSH TICKETS $5.00
All Students-Every Play-Every Performance

$5.00 STUDENT RUSH TICKETS may be purchased by presenting
valid student identification at the box office one half-hour before
curtain time for any performance. These tickets are sold on an
·availability basis and cannot be reserved . P.S. two discounted tickets
with one card.
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Sea Coast-Big Band
Paul Broa dnax -

~ •

Make your New Year
Special
Meet the uppercuts new Year Addition to our staff, Valerie Kolb

•

Book a shampoo, cut & blowdry
with Val and get...
$3 off or $5 off a perm.
Tues., Fri., and Sat. only.

•

F fl"day, Feb. B
·
. h SCh001AU d"tI OrIUffi
DOVer H19

(continued from page 1)

.fected.
Trenches will be dug through-

out the campus and plastic
conduits holding cables will be
placed in the ground. Forbes said
Starting 8 p.m.
will
Tickets: Adults $S an extra piece of conduit and,
others
the
to
next
in
put
be
Tickets on sale Farnhams, Dover
if in the future, Resi-Life wishes
Students $3
or call 742-07T7, or at the door
the unused capacity, they
_Senior Citizens $4 to sell sell
it to students who
~,......_~ ~~,..~,... ..._~~~,. ....._~~~ ,..."##,ff -4~~H#. ..-- could
could have personal phones at
cheaper rates.
Cult for Gold, Dlamonda, WatchN
"But, first, we want to do this
& Good Quality Merchandloe ·
well," she said.
She said there are no present
plans to wire older residence
DOVER TRADING CENTER
halls for personal telephones.
Mon to Fri. 10 AM to 6 PM
The outside work will begin
Sat.- 10 AM to 2 PM
when the ground thaws. Forbes

~
0 6Q

said that every effort will be

Good through M~rch 31, 1985

Durham Shopping Center - Durham, N. H.
. 868-7363

_-TEL EPHO NE-

511 Central Ave.
Dover, N.H. 03820

(603) 7 42•8834

·made to keep the classroom
disruption to a minimum.
Forbes' said "This has been
a very big project, and we have
worked long and hard to complete this new and efficient
system."

-DR AFT -·<continued from page 2)

.,

sciel)tious objector" were also
·a main focus of the lecture. :
Willets described a history of -/:
conscriptio n in the USA before --~
explaining all of the legal proce- · ·'7
<lures.
And she included a favorite
Daniel Webster'· quote in the
discussion : ' '. Compulso ry coni~
scription in a free democracy
is the: most abominabl e contradiction that ever entered the
heads of men."

~PO LIC Y<conrinued from page 5)
lead to -other types of screening,
couldn't it?"
Gannett expressed interest
that all who were quoted in the
Herald, and the "many" who
opposed it, were male. She was
also amused that a policy could
be both "dangerous " and "foolish."
"Languag e is not simply a
means of communic ation, it is
our means of classifyin g the
world," said Gannett, in argument for the policy.
"In the words of Winston
Churchill," Gannett said, "This
is ·not the end, nor the beginning
of the end. It is the end of the
beginning. "

-MO NE Y<continued from page 4)
possible to the legislatur e to
demonstra te the economic impact that higher education has
on the economy.
"Look, we're just an investment here and you get a quick
return," Savage said.
"Let's say you're an out-ofstate student and your parens
come up for Parent's Weekend
and go skiing-tha t creates money for the state," he said.
Puth said that the study's
objective is to convince the
legislature to increase U niversity funding.
"We hope that this wiU result
in more research and improved
teaching," he said.
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Are You Drow ning
in the
Sea of Love?
Save Yours elf with a

Love Line
in the Valentine}s Day issue of
The New Hamps hire
Fill out this form and mail $1.00
or come to:

For that special Someone
Place a Love- Gram
in the New Hampshire
A 2x2 ad will include a

AND

rrn.108
MUB
- Durham , NH 03824

photo and your specia l
!flessage. $10.00
----~;'llia .......~~1~, ~

the new hampshire

Deadlin e

Pr•Patd Clau Ad Form

is
today

at

. 2:00

RATES: S1.00 tor AS words per Insertion
Each addlflonal run: $1.00
Al adl MUST be prepaid

Advertiser's name:
Addreu:
Phone:

AMOUNT ENCLOSED: -

To Run:

-

ttmes
·.

GOO D GRIEF!!! It's "Romance
in the

Dono r _ Room"

Mon.-Fri.
Febru ary
11-15 10:00-3:00

Red

In the MUB

Cross Valen tine
,.

I

• ,

,

Blood

Drive
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Apartments for Rent _J

[•JI___,.,._ona1s_~·--=--ll•1

Available immediately: Two one bedroom
apts. in Portsmouth, NH. Great locationoft street parking, heat included. Call John
M. 436-0912.

Steve-The weekend is finally here!! Yaah!
Who knows ... maybe you'll have a surprise
early one morning. Until then ...
Kevin, Kathy: The python strikes Saturday!
Roight. So, if she weighs as much as a
duck ...

Roomate needed to share spacious apt.
on Main St. Durham. Call 868-7326 tor into.

1
.-

Here's another tip to help you celebrate
BE UGLY TO STEPHANIE month: Buy
Stephanie some chocolates, and when she
eats them , ask if she ' s gaining weight!
Remember, February is the month to be
ugly to Stephanie!

1(11]

~ -Wanted_
p
·

CLERK TYPIST /SECRETARIAL WORK
STUDY JOB $4 .00=/hr. Major responsibilities include typing (word processing)
o f pe1µcI ::. /r eµunsr proposaIs some fllIng ,
xerox ing , running errands on campus ,
general office work. Ocean Process Ana lysis Laboratory, James Hall Rm . 18 8622406.

NEW MODELS in the MUB PUB tonigh!
Wow! Don't miss itll
Seniors: Today is your last day to sign up
tor yearbook portraits. Stop by MUS Rm .
125 today.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY.
THE BIKING EXPEDITION seeks men and
women to lead summer teenage bicycling
trips in Canada and the U.S.A. A presentation of The Biking Expedition 's travel
program with a discussion on the leadership position will be presented at the UNH
Job Fair on February 27, 1985. On campus
interview sessions with Thomas J. Heavey .
will be held on Thursday, March 7 starting
at 9:00 a.m. For signup and further information contact Sharon Fitzgerald, Career
Planning and Placement, Huddl_
eston Hall,
862 -2010.
Office position : Work study job in Dover,
very flexible hours to include evenings
and/ or weekends if desired. 5-1 0 hours
per week, $4 .00/hr. Typing experience
helpful. Work with computer to update
memberships, weird processing, typesetting. Work on monthly newsletter. Telephone contact and referral. Jon 749-37 44.
HELP WANTED: Need extra money? Sell
Avon in your dorm and to friends. Call Sandy
at 742-7941 .
NEED MONEY?-Snow shovelers needed
everytime it snows! $4/hr. Rece ive 75%
of pay within 24 hrs. Call the Grounds Shop
tor more info-862-1691 .

Dorm-size Frig. New condition , $65. 1969
VW Bug, $650. 868-2146.
Car for sale-1978 Dodge Challenger, runs
great, good on gas. Starts every morning!
Great buy at $500 or best offer. Must go1
Call 868-2096 and ask tor Sue. If I'm not
there , leave your name and I'll call you .
Call nights or weekends.
'74 Nova, 4 dr., 84,000 miles, good condition. $800 or BO. Call Lynn at 868-6079.
5-String Banjoo $100, Fiddle $75. Fiddle,
banjo , guitar lessons from professional
player. Ryan Thomson 659-2658.
1973 VW Bee~le . Rebuilt engine , new
brakes, recent tune-up, recently painted,
just inspected. Excellent condition, great
gas mi leage. Asking $1,800 or best otter!
Call : 962 -2144 daytime or 430-9522
nightime.
BEST OFFER-Double bed mattress and
box springs. Not new but in good condition .
Also couch and matching blue chair. Green
plaid . Good condit ion , asking $100. 3351498.
'78 Toyota Corolla, SR5, 5 speed, hatchback , AM-FM , 118 ,000 miles, runs wel l.
Good condition, $1,200. Call 895-3694 after
7 p.m. or 862-1122 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Ask for
Carolyn.
Typewriter tor sa le $75 . Electric Sm ith
Corona with case and correcting ribbon
included . Call Joe 682-1122 or Parsons
Rm 107.

I

Servbund Rapan

II~

Profess ional word processing and typing
at reasonable prices . Resum es. 8% student
discount. 9 to 5 Secretarial Service , String
Bridge, Exeter. 772 -9585.
INCOME TAX-Profession al preparat ion
services . Fees $5 (and up) . For more
information, call 862-3478 or stop by Rm .
323 Babcock.

There's.nothing like a cold California Cooler
and a good friend to share it with.
Male & female models are wanted for the
New Hampshire 's fashion edition . Applications can be picked up in Room 108,
MUB. Apply soon.
Where is there good food, good fun and
great times? Our own UNH MUB PUB, of
course! This Saturday night come and
watch "THE BIG CHILL"-free popcorn.
UNH's greatest RA award! Alexander 3rd
men say-Joe toner wins hands down!
I, Joe, being dead, do hereby present my
last will and testament, leaving to Tracy:
Invisible cigarettes for when mom' s around,
to Mary, a car to lean on. To Brad, safety
pins that work . To Mike, the will to leave
and a crewcut. To Mark M., Nerf-Doors,
to Jeff, money. To Scot and Gene, the
Mediterranean to Cris, a real cat. To Kirst,
a new blouse . To Doug , shirts that stay
on . To Chris and Steve, real tizz ies and
oatmeal (so stop whining .) To Stacie,
cleaning service for your front step (ask
Mike.) To Ross, a new typewriter, to Judi,
well..what can you leave the diety with
everything? To Portsie, a home-bmper
sticker kit, to Tim, Mrk, and Andy, no more
company for a while. To Robin and Janet,
a fireplace-log holder. To Tori , more M &
M's. And to Stephanie, all my love. Congratulations everyone involved with the
12th annual undergraduate prize productions.
.REDIRECTION -A Christian ministry helping those in homosexual bondage to
freedom through Jesus Christ. Come to
one of our weekly closed meeting. Please
write to Redirection, cl o Faith Christian
Center, P.O. Box 4544, Manchester, NH
03108.
To the Ghetto Girls-Your hospitatlity is
good-your T.V. is better-the free beer
is great, but it's all that loving and "Get
a room" that really makes you chicks worth
visiting. Panama Jack
Attention: All men invited to Sigma Beta
Open Rush Tuesday Feb. 12 from 8:00 p.m.,
until 10:00 p.m. Refreshments served.
If you've seen the Acacia calendar girls,
come meet the men behind the calendar.
If not, come see both. Last open rush 81O p.m. Monday, Feb. 11th. Refreshments
will be served.
Dave 0 . What's up? When is our next jumproping contest?? I bet I can beat you nowI'm prepared! Perhaps we can meet in the
library tonight?? Lisa S.
Hi Michelle B. Thanx tor being such a p-alyou're the greatest! Hockey!! Love, Lisa
Pauline: What does "blih " mean? We don't
know! -W, M, & P
Hey Sweet Stutt...:.sure hope you send me
a balloon bouquet from Postcripts for
Valentine's Day!
To the "Smart One"-Do we get to use
the Visa at T.P. too? Maybe? Why maybe,
don't trust me??
Don 't forget to order your Valentine balloons
early from Postcripts.
3 car ing young men loo king tor th e
company of affectionate, old-fashioned
mature young women in need of companionship . If you are int erested and fit th e
description mentioned above, please don't
hesitate to call. Eliot, Bill and Mike 2-1615.
Happy Belated birthday Marianne! Love ,
Gail, Kathy, and Scooter.

·· Jean-Maybe our luck will change by VDay .. .Then again, there's always next year!

DOG GROOMING! Students at Thompson
School are urging you to take full advantage
of their low prices. To make an appointment
call 862 -1025 Mon .-Fri. 8 :30 a.m.-4:30
p.m.
TASk is sponsoring a three-part minicourse, "Increase Your Reading Speed."
Part I-Principles of Efficient Reading. Part
II-Techniques tor Increasing Reading
Speed. Part Ill-Selective Reading Techniques: Surveying , Skimming, Scanning.
Tues., Feb. 5, 12, & 19. Call 862-3698 tor
more information.
Learn Bartending-Pro fessional training.
Certificate awarded . Evening classes.
Prepare for a good pay8ng summer job.
Easy and tun . On Kari-Van · route in
Newm;:irkPt (;::ill for froo broohuro . Maotor
Bartender School, tel. 659-3718.
Winter Carnival this weekend! Is everyone
ready tor a good time? Make a snow
sculpture and join the fun.

Karla, Susan and Gina-Have a good
weekend doing all of the tun things you
have planned . Have fun typing up Jud
Board, don't forget that Gina was INNOCENT! Your fourth roommate.
Cindy-looking forward to the bridal brunch.
Yum , yum , I love champagne. Your maid
of honor.
·
If you are not doing anything before you
go out and party tonight stop by at the
Granite State Room from 7-9 and suppo.rt
Child Find and enjoy yourself at the Greek
Night of Sinl
Kathy , I have been a good boy this week
and done alot of studying.
Kenny Happy Belated Birthday#$@!@

To secret agent 007! I love a good mystery,
flattery , and romantic cocktails! Most of
all, I'd love to go to your party, but
unfortunately I must work . Could I get a
raincheck tor those cocktails? Maybe, if
you try hard enough you might even be
able to persuade me into calling in sick! Scott
Acacia, a social fraternity with one of the
highest grade point averages. Come see
how we do it. 8-10 p.m. Monday, 'Feb. 11th.
Refreshments will be served . Last open
rush .

MADMAX tans, watch out!! Coming to the
MUB PUB soon-a double feature with
MAD MAX and THE ROAD WARRIOR and,
don't forget WERZ personality, night with
Scott McKay!! All next weekend! Yipee!
$10-$360 Weekly/Up Mailing Circulars!
No bosses/ quotas! Sincerely interested
rush self-addressed envelope: Dept. AN7, POD910CEW, Woodstock, IL 60098.
UNH's greatest RA has once a·gain been
decided. Third floor alexander men are
right again; Joe Toner wins easily!
ROSIE, ROSIE, ROSIE: A HAPPY, HAPPY
BIRTHDAY TO YOU!! WHOEVER SAID,
"YOU'RE NOT GETTING OLDER, YOU 'RE
GETTING BETTER" SURE HAD YOU IN
MIND BECAUSE IT IS SO TRUE . AND
WHOEVER PICKED YOUR BIRTHDAY TO
CELEBRATE "WORLD MARRIAGE DAY"
SURE HAO US IN MIND, TOO. l'M PRODU
TO BE THE HUSBAND OF SUCH A GREAT
· LADY. HAPPY, BIRTHDAY, ROSEBUNNY.
LOVE, BILL
Sunnyside-than ks for the great birthdaycouldn 't have asked for a better one. It's
most of our last semesters-so let's have
a · blast. Yeah, for our club and social
activities. We've only got about 104 days
or so left. Love ya-Gretch.
Colleen-Happy anniversary . Beavers
abroad this time last year. We need a date
for tea! I guess spring break wont' be the
same this year-but what a blast this time
last year. Glad we got to be such good
friends. -A fellow Beaver.

Well jen, do you remember that you asked
for a long personal, here goes. I am
wondering what to say to you in the pages
of TNH but I can't say what I want to. If you
think you'd like to really get personal we
might be able to arrange something, then
again maybe we won't. Is this the kind of
personal you want? I could get more
personal if you want but we really don't
know one another that well so it could get
a little sticky. This is getting tougher to write
because I'm running out of ideas but I'll
persevere. How are things at the Kappa
Sig little sisters now that they don't have
a house? You can tell I have nothing else
to say so I'll end with a question. How about
a beer some time.

WHEB presents the GREEK NIGHT OF SIN
in the Granite State Room of the MUB
tonight from 7-9. Everyone should come
by and get into some good sin, bring your
favorite friend or your best partner in the
carnal lust we all enjoy so much of here
in Durham. Well it won't be quite that much
fun but you can help a great cause, CHILD
FIND. Help the Greek System help reunite
fami lies with missing children . Don't miss
this chance!

Zena-You can 't imagine how sorry I am
about the "man" in the shower. It was stupid
of me, but I know someday we'll look back
on it and !aught really hard. No? I owe you
a dollar-Your sorry roomie.
Laura-Being roommates means never
having to say you are sorry!!
Amy, you crazy horseback rider youl Here's
your very first personal! Are you not
excited?! I am and I'm only writ ing it. By
the way I like your "perm"!!!See ya!! M
OK-th is is it, we finish the essays or we
stay at this dreaded campus for yet another ,
semeste r. Laura , we gotta go to the NE
Center, I can 't take any more sober nights.
Have a good weekend without me. KJ-try
to cure your SLOSA, I will.
Lisa S.- NE center Tuesday- Is it a date???
Kath
Don 't miss th is years Gree k Night of
Sinll!l!!ll!!l!i!!ll!!!!!!!!l!!!!I!!

1

Zena C-I hope you embarrass Tad !! Don 't
forget to mail it soon . By the way , Laura ,
is really sorry. KJ
~

The New Hampshire staff, you're really
a great bunch of folks and you should all
be proud of the work you do here. Don't
ever think you're not appreciated. You're
the ones that make this paper THE ONLY
PAPER THAT'S WORTH ANYTHING AT
UNH.
James R. James A. James R. It isn't the
sports page but...
Have a Great time at the Greek Night of
Sin tonight at 7 -9 in the Granite State Room
in the MUB. Let the Vice in you flow!
Learn Bartending-Pro fessional training .
Certificate awarded . Evening classes .
Pre.pare for a good pay8ng summer job.
Easy and fun . On Kari-Van route in
l\lowm::irkot C <>II far froo broohuro. Mooter

Bartender School; tel. 659-3718.
Winter Carnival this weekend! Is everyone
ready for a good time? Make a snow
sculpture and join the fun.
Sunnyside-than ks for the great birthdaycouldn't have asked for a better one. It's
most of our last semesters-so let's have
a blast. Yeah , for our club and social
activities. We've only got about 104 days
or so left. Love ya-Gretch. ·
Colleen-Happy anniversary. Beavers
abroad this time last year. We need a date
for tea! I guess spring break wont' be the
same this year-but-what a blast this time
last year . Glad we got to be such good
friends. -A fellow Beaver.
Dima is accepting applications for eligible
partners for intense sex. He needs it, wants
· it, would really enjoy it. For more information, please call 2-1128.

Todd and Marion have graduated but their
Laura-Being roommates means never
spirit is still here at UNH. If you miss them
having to say you are sorry!!
you can find them on the T-Hall lawn when
Amy, you crazy horseback rider you! Here's
there is a full moon howling in the throes .
your very first personal! Are you not
of passionate embraces. Their younger
excited?! I am and I'm only writing it. By
brother and sister,(Todd's sister and
the way I like your "perm"!!!See ya!! M
Marion's brother) just entered as January
OK-this is it, we finish the essays or we
freshmen. Their major is business but their
stay at this dreaded campus for yet another
real is in hotels.
semester. Laura, we gotta go to the NE
You've taught to sign my name and
Center, I can't take any more sober nights.
yours.now I have to learn "How do I love
Have a good weekend without me. KJ-try
thee? Let me sign the ways. Ken
to cure your SLOSA, I will.
Hey Staff: It was totally excellent to see
Lisa s .-NE center Tuesday- Is it a date???
you! Too bad we lost the game, but like
Kath
wow, wasn't being in that college scene
just the absolute awesome-est! I, well, really
Don 't miss this years Greek Night of
totally adored it. But you know, speaking
Sin!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
honest-wise, uUNH wasn't all that hot. See
Kelly-Have you found Tigger Too?? Thanks
you, like soon hopefully. Kris
for lunch. If you can, come to the NE Center
Hey Hirsh, what's up? I have to fill up some
on Tuesday, Kathy.
space in the personals so you have the
Zena C~I hope you embarrass Tad!! Don't
good fortune of hearing from me. I think
forget to mail it soon. By the way, Laura
it's good fortune. How come we never get
is really sorry. KJ
together? We should do something about
Betsy-get psyched for a wild Manchester
that. I still think you just about the best kinda
weekend! Is Manchester ever wild? We
person around . We should go to dinner
will have to take your new roommates for
someplace decent instead of the local
a visit some weekend. KJ
slime-holes in Durham. How about Portsmouth sometime soon. I'll call you I think.
Karla, Susan and Gina-Have a good
If you see this give me a call. It's an open
weekend doing all of the fun things you
invitation for you to collect anytime you've
have planned . Have fun typing up Jud
got the time. Take care, I'll talk to you soon,
Board, don't forget that Gina .was INNOlove Jim. Oh yeah, HAPPY VALENTINE'S
CENT! Your fourth roommate.

DAY.

Oima is accepting applications for eligible
partners for intense sex. He needs it, wants
it, would really enjoy it. For more informa tion, please call 2-1128.

Kelly-Have you found Tigger Too?? Than ks
for lunch. If you can , come to the NE Center
on Tuesday, Kathy.

Betsy-get psyched for a wild Manchester
weekend! Is Manchester ever wild? We
will have to take your new roommates for
a visit some weekend. KJ

Zena-You can't imagine how sorry I am
about the "man" in the shower. !twas stupid
of me, but I know someday we'll look back
on it and laught really hard. No? I owe you
a dollar-Your sorry roomie.

Happy birthday barit,
just
a piCture to help you
remember
bacK a couplE of weekends.
have a great da Y

Cindy-looking forward to the bridal brunch.
Yum, yum, I love champagne . Your maid
of honor.
•
If you are not doing anything before you
go out and party tonight stop by at the-Granite State Room from 7 -9 and support.
Child Find and enjoy yourself at the Greek ·
Night of Sin!
Kathy, I have been a good boy this week
and done alot of studying.
Kenny Happy Belated Birthday#$@!@
First it's Valentine's Day, then comes you
birthday, next will be a great play ... I don't
if I can take too much more excitement,
Deb; I'm getting old befdre my time. --Ken

1
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-BABCOCK<continued from page 6)

"ToDAtr'S OCEAN SOVNPS
HAVE BEEN BROUGHT
1o rt,U 8VA7LAN7ic RiO-lfiELD .'

Miller said she felt, "the
residents (of Babcock) handled
themselves well," thro_ughout
the entire situation. "They really
pulled together and acted as a
community," she said.
Hart said Weiss had left
UNH at the end of the semester
and Bennett had left Babcock
to live off-campus.
Hart said they were not
evicted as Bennett had said in
an earlier interview. Miller
confirmed this, saying, "Bennett
asked to be let out of his housing
contract."

-BREAK(continued from page 17)
T~W~~

© 1984 Universal Press Syndicate

8·24

Peachy, Ms. Travel Agent,
downright peachy. I've always
wanted to spend my vacation
in an airport, wondering why
a hokey little plane business
couldn't have lasted for another
teensy-weensy week. Thanks,
but no thanks.
Not that the airline's fate
mattered-two hours later I
learned the cheapo flights to
San Juan were booked.
Suddenly pleasure 'in paradise
has become disillusionment in
Durham. There I was, a conscientious student planning the
week of her lifetime, and my
visions of long tall drinks and
tall dark men (the calm kind
with a similar aversion to tales
of who-can-get-drunk-fastestfor-longes t-vacations) had
turned to visions of Brady Bunch
re-runs in the living room of
my own home.
Oh, I'll get over the disappointment. St. John probably
~ouldn't have ljved up to my
expectations anyway. And now
that the pressure's off, and I
know I won't burden my poor
credit card with a whopper
airline ticket, I can go out and
buy those books I need.
Maybe there'll even be some
money left over for a sunlamp
and a bottle of Coppertone...
Kris Snow's column appears each
Fnday.

~COMPUTERS<cominued from page 17)

TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX Presents

AN INTERSCOPE COMMUNICATIONS PRODUCTION ABOB CLARK FILM

AJERE HENSHAW-MICHAEL NOLIN PRODUCTION
AMEL DAMSKI flLM MISCHlff' DOUG McKEON
CATHERINE MARY STEWART KELLY PRESTON CHRIS NASH
Director of Photography DONALD E. THORIN Executive Producer NOEL BLACK
Produced by SAM MANNERS and MICHAEL NOLIN Written by NOEL BLACK
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retail price-s for IBM PC's ·at
Macy's) and Data General graciously granting UNH $500,000
in equipment (while getting
property in Durham for a light
manufacturing plant), students
just can't lose.
Loder says, "to be a success
there has to be interaction and
support." Everybody wants interaction and support, particularly students. Who wants to
be the only one in the class who
can't have his English 401
"homework" logged into his
professor's computer by 12
midnight?

BJ·

Yourself

•

CENTURY FOX

CHECK LOCAL NEWSPAPERS FOR SPECIAL PREVIEWS.
REGULAR EN~AGEMENT STARlS FRIDAY; FEBRUARY 15.

on the
Forum Pages!
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S~nday February 10
MUB Strafford Room
Two shows: 7:00 & 9:30 p.m.
Students: $1 .00
Public: $2.00

This powerhouse drama about a man who
wrestles with his conscience is a classic. Brando
play; a former boxer and pet of Johnny Friendly,
the head of a corrupt longsho'r emen' s union.
Budd Schulberg's hard hitting screenplay is an
engrossing story in which Brando discovers
he's been betrayed· by his own brother, falls in
love with the murdered man's sister, and will
be a marked man if he spills the beans to the
authorities, and will have no peace if he doesn't ...
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Time: 8 p.m.-10 p.m.
Date: Tues. 12th, Thurs. 14th
Place: 59 Main St.

ATTENTION
ALL SOPHOMORES

·rhe Air Force .needs officers with your
background, whether it be Liberal Arts,
Engineering, Science, or Math, -E-arn a
co-mmission in two years while you earn your .
degree. ·

Call AFRO,TC now at ·
86.2-1480 or stop by
Room 208 -at Zais · H·atL

BOTC

Gateway to a gr"eot way of life.

t
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Wildca t gymna sts hostin g Invitational tomor row

By Steve Langevin
· It'll be ·~home sweet home"
for the UNH women's gymnastics team tomorrow when they
host the inaugural University
of New Hampshire Gymnastics
Invitational at 1 p.m., in the
Lundholm Gymnasium.
Some of the finest collegiate
gymnasts in the nation will take
part in this event, as the participating teams are UNH, the
University of Denver, the University of Pittsburgh and North
Carolina State.
This will be the Wildcat's first
home meet this season after
opening the season with five
road trips, the most recent to
Temple University last week
when they defeated the Owls
175.65-173.15. UNH's record
stands at 4-9, but they have
already faced four of the top ten
teams in the country. The Wildcats are unbeaten in Lundholm
Gymnasium in 23 outings since
1980.
"The girls are really looking
forward to performing in front
of the home crowd," said UNH
head coach Gail Goodspeed. "I
hope we get a big crowd because
it will help the performances
of our team."
The first major casuality of
the season hit the Wildcats last
week when freshman Elite
gymnast Michele Sawyer broke
her foot. Sawyer had just been
named ECAC Gymnast of the
Week following a first-place
finish on balance beam at the
Purina Cat Classic in Missouri.
. Despite the loss of Sawyer,
the Wildcats still sport a strong
line-up, headed by senior cocaptains t~ura Cavanaugh and
Diane Carlin. Cavanaugh is
almost back to the form she
displayed in 1983 before a knee
injury forced her to miss most
of last season. She broke her

own school record on balance
beam with a 9.4 at Temple and
set a personal high, while just
missing the school record by
two-tenths, in the all-around
with a 36.75. Carlin has an allaround best of 36.00 this season
and has been the model of
consistency for the UNH squad.
Because of the evenness of
their teams, the Wildcats and
Pittsburgh have developed a
strong rivalry. Last season at
the NCAA Northeast Regionals
the Wildcats finished fourth,
while Pitt took second.
This se'1son the Lady Panthers have got off to a slow start,
mainly due to injuries, including
one to national qualifier A li-.:;i
Spector. Kim Calderone has
taken over for Spector and
sports an all-around high of
35.9.
UNH has only met Denver
once, that being at the Denver
Invitational last year when
Denver finished first, with
UNH second. Denver is led by
Diana Detweiler, whose top
score this season was a 35.6.
Denver brings the highest team
score of all the teams to the
UNH Invitational, a 178.00
(UNH' s high is 176.25 )~
NC State has also been hit by
the injury bug as its school

record holder in four events,
Leah Ranney, is out. Sophomore
Annette Evans has picked up
the slack and has the all-around
i:eam-high of 35.45. Last year

they were ranked among the top
25 nationally, while compiling
a 17-9 mark and winning the
Atlantic Coast Conference title.
"These are very talented

teams," · said Goodspeed. "The
competition should be very
strong. There's a chance it will
come down to us and Denver
for the top spot."

1

Wildcat gymnast Toby Kapp in flight.UNH hosts the first annual UNH Invitational tomorrow
at 1 pm.(Photo from Sports Info.)

Koopm an follow s work ethic appro ach
By John Demeritt
The ideals of Reaganomics
are partially based on more
people working harder to better
themselves and better America.
No one typifies this particular
political better than University
of New Hampshire basketball
la er Dirk Koo man.

Koopman, a junior center for
the Wildcats, has steadily improved his game since he first
set foot on the hardwoods of
Lundholm Gymnasium. Dirk
was a back-up as a freshman and
found it less than exciting. He
got into a summer league in
Worcester, Mass., to strengthen
the tools of his trade, namely
rebounding.
The easy-going blond pivotman enjoys the physical game
and has always subscribed to the
"work ethic" of constant hustle.
"I like to band and hit inside,"
says the 6-8, 215-pounder. "It's
a lot of fun. It keeps you in the
game."
.With six games remaining in
the season, Koopman was aver-

aging 9.8 points and 10.1 rebounds per contest. He led the
Wildcats in scoring and rebounding and had 10 "doubledouble" games. His top games
were against Yale, when he
scored 19 points and hauled in
12 rebounds, against Fairfield,
when he had 15 points and 14
rebounds, and Tuesday night
against Dartmouth, when he
scored 23 points.
"Dirk has probably given the
most, and has been the most
consistent player on the team,"
says assistant coach Bob Berry.
"He's ready all the time."
Coming off back-to-back winning seasons, UNH has
struggled this season. Koopman
feels that this may b~ due to a

lack of leadership. The Wildcat
five is young, but everyone will
be back for next season. The
time for a floor general to
surface is now.
Having considered Boston
College, Brown and Fairfield,
Dirk chose UNH for a few
reasons, including the p.rospect
of stepping into a situation in
which he could play right away.
Koopman also felt that the
campus and the people that
make up the University had a
major effect on his ultimate
decision.
With the numbers that Koopman has been putting up, look
for the price of UNH basketball
stock to rise in the near future.

Indoor soccer squad second

t.JNH co-c;ptain Dirk Koopman(S4) la~ing the ball in ~~ainst
Siena last week.(Steve Langevin file photo)

----M.HOOP-----<continued from page 31)
travel to Boston Tuesday to play . the conference with a 5-3 record.
the Boston University Terriers.
"This week off should do us
The Terriers, who defeated some good," said Friel. "We
UNH 81-64 in Durham earlier- need the R&R and it will also
this season, are currently hold- give us more time to prepare
ing down the fifth position in for B.U."

By Steven Bracy
After traveling 150 miles
north through a snowstorm
to reach the Lyndon State Invitational Indoor Soccer Tournament, the team was not to be
denied. The talented UNH
squad captured 2nd place out
of the 18 teams present losing
only to UVM in overtime in the
championship game.
At first it seemed that UNH
would easily win the championsiii p-as Adrian Pfisterer fired
home a shot between the UVM
goalie's legs 30 seconds into the
game. Instead of sitting on the
one goal advantage, UNH kept
the pressure on with a good
build up offense. Pete Spiegal
hammered a shot towards the
upper corner but a great save
by the keeper denied him the
glory.
It became a game of attack,
counter-attack with the play
•becoming very physical. Dave
"Bubba" Barlow continually
shut off the explosive UVM
offense with great defensive
~elp from freshman Slater

Crosby. With approximately
five minutes left in the game,
UVM mounted an intense offensive surge. A rebound off
Barlow was shot back into the
goal area and only a goal line
clear J?y UNH' s Mark Goodman
saved the goal. UNH started to
look fatigued at this point and
UVM began to dominate.
Two minutes away from victory, UVM scored. Barlow was
unable to hold onto a blistering
shot that bounced off him, and
banked off the post to a UVM
player who flicked it past a
helpless Barlow. The score
ended up 1-1 at the end of
regulation time and a sudden
death overtime would determine the Championship team.
After only 44 seconds of the
overtime, UVM struck. Barlow
came out to cut down the angle
and made the initial save, but
a UVM forward had followed
up the shot and easily slipped
it into the open net.
In the semi-final game UNH
defeated a surprisingly good
Hawthorne College team 2-1.

UNH put on the early pressure
as Spiegal rattled the post with
a rocket shot. The offensive play
was superbly executed by UNH
with great give-and-goes, drop
passes for fullback shots, and
precise crosses to open men.
However the Hawthorne defense was equal to the challenge
and thwarted UNH's attempts
to score.
Finally UNH got a break, as
a pass meant for Chas Gagne
defected off a Hawthorne player
over to Rob Cardone who shot
it into the lower left corner to
give UNH the lead. Hawthorne
battled back and tied the game
when Tom Cloutier was
stripped of the ball at midcourt
and the ensuing 2-on-1 break
resulted in an easy Hawthorne
goal.
.
UNH regained the lead when
Spiegal muscled in a mishandled
cornerkick from Adrian Pfisterer. Hawthorne continued to
apply pressure, but exceptional
defense from Bob Ricard and
SOCCER, page f2
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Wildcat grapplers control Pl~mouth State 31-18
· By Bob Arsenault
Despite the loss of two
wrestlers which resulted in
forfeits in the 118 and 142
pound matches, UNH went on
to win its wrestling meet last
night against Plymouth State
by a score of 31-18.
In the first match of the
evening, after the forfeit at 118,
Dave Beaulieu won-by a tech. nical fall over Bill Fiske at 3: 11.
The following match at 134 lbs.
was hard fought with freshman
Mike Castricone losing to Todd
Grace of Plymouth, 12-7.
After the forfeit at 142 lbs.,
sophomore Paul Schwern came
out and won against a tall
opponent from Plvmouth. "He
was a good wrestler," said
Schwern, ·"and I had to be careful
because his height and quickness
made it ea.sier for him to get

·under~.1,.. ·-~-- .

The UNH wrestling team defeated Plymouth State last night 31-18
Gymnasium.(Robin Stieff photo)

tn

"During the first round, he
reversed me for 2 points,"
Schwern continued. "After that,
I realized that he could step over
me easily so I went to upper
body moves like bar and turns
and half-nelsons and I threw
some legs into him to neutralize
him."
Schwern's tactics worked well
as he went on to post a 10-3
decision.
Ted Curley of UNH put

the Lundholm

Men's basketba ll team edges Green
By Steve Langevin
advantage he had," said Friel.
- He may not have been the "We wanted to take the ball to
high scorer, nor the leading the hoop."
rebounder, but Pat Galvin did
The first half ended at 24-all,
all the little things that spelled with UNH taking the ball inside
victory for the Wildcat men's against the Dartmouth man-robasketball team Tuesday night man defense, and Dartmouth
against Dartmouth, in Durham. firing up perimeter shots
Galvin finished with six against the Wildcats' various
points and three rebounds, with zone defenses.
two of these points coming.
It appeared the Wildcats
when he hit both ends of a might be in trouble early in the
critical one--and-one with just second half as Dartmouth raced
24 seconds remaining and the out to a 34-30 lead in the first
Wildcats ahead by only three seven minutes, but UNH got
points. Also, after a UNH baskets from six different playmissed free throw with 53 ers over the next seven minutes
seconds left, Galvin battled for to overtake the Big Green by
the rebound, ending up on the four 44-40.
floor, but succeeding in deflectWith the score 53-51 in favor
ing it off a Dartmouth player of the 'Cats, and just over one
and out of bounds.
. minute left, UNH guard Andy
"Pat Galvin had a great game Jonhston made a penetrating
for us tonight," said UNH head move to the hoop and made a
coach Gerry Friel. "He did all beautiful dish-off pass to Koopof the little things, making man, who put in the lay-up and
important free throws, as well was fouled. Koopman then
as general all-around things that converted the foul shot ro make
don't s~ow up in the scoring the score 56-51 UNH. After a
column.
Dartmouth miss, UNH' s Greg
One player that was definitely Steele then connected on both
in the scoring column for the ends of a one-and-one to give
'Cats was center Dirk Koopman. the 'Cats the extra cushion they
He finished with a career-high would need to hold on for the
23 points, including 13 in the 62-59 victory.
· second half when UNH manSteele (12 points) and guard
aged to finally pull away from Todd Black ( 10 points) both had
the spirited Dartmouth team.
strong second halfs for the
"We wanted to go inside to · Wildcats, scoring eight and
Dirk, because of the he.ight seven points respectively. Dart- .

mouth was led by Bryan Randell
(15 points) and Joe Kilroy (14
points).
"They (UNH). showed poise
and stayed together tonight,
although they still didn't make
all the free throws they could
have," said Friel. "It's always
a great thing to beat Dartmouth.
I'm really happy for the kids."
"This was a big win for us,
because the season isn't over

1

yet," said Galvin. "If we can gei:
some momentum over the rest
of the season, then we'll see
what happens in the play-offs."
The victory lifts UNH' s overall record to 4-18, while they
remain in seventh place in the
ECAC North Atlantic Conference Standings with a 2-9 mark.
They will try to improve that
Co_!!f~~_nce mark when they
M.HOOP, age 30

together a strong effort in the
next match at 158 to defeat Gary
Holden by a 16-7 margin and
gain four points for the team.
UNH finally gained the lead
for the first time in the match
when junior Tim Weckworth
beat Larry Mortensen of Plymouth by a technical fall to give
UNH six points and a nineteen-·
-fifteen edge going -into the
1771b. match which ended tied
at zero.
In the second round, however,
Tom Gibbons of Plymouth
picked up three points, one on
an escape and two on a takedown, to open it up and eventually win 6-1 over UNH's Eric
Lagerqui-.t The three points
Plymouth picked up as a team
brought them to within a poi'nt
of UNH at 19-18. ..
In the 190 ~~-<!.t~J.?:~jg1~
Neal Zonfrell1, returnmg ~er"
missing several matches with
a shoulder injury, sealed the
victory for New Hampshire by
defeating Paul Gabriel by a
technical fall to gain six points
and give UNH an insurmountable 25-18 lead going into the
heavyweight bout.
There was no need to worry
about tµat last match, however,
as sophomore heavyweight Con
Mad1gan put some icing on ~he
team's win by scoring the only
pin of the evening on Plymouth's Mark Lambert at 6:00.
"Two kids were hurt recently," said coach Jim Urquhart,
·· and we couldn't get replacements quickly enough for today.
They (Plymouth) are a good
school, but we've handled them
well in the past few years. I knew
we'd have to y.,restle them well
tonight and we won six out of
eight matches, (outside of the
forfeits) that were wrestled.
The wrestling team has three
meets_~way _in the upcoming
WRESTLING, page 12
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----HOC KEY---<continued from page 32)
two points. NU is 11-19, but
must face Providence (12-1220), BC (21-7) and BU (16-102) along with UNH.
The Wildcats still have Providence home and away, Lowell
home and away, and Northeastern. The Northeastern game
could decide whether they face
Northeastern at Snively or in
Boston in the playoffs.
UNH continues to get strong
performances out of theJreshJ
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man. The- improved play of
Leach, Rossetti, Tim Hanley,
and Quintin Brickley has coincided with team's improved
play.
Douris' goal was his team
leading 21st, and his 40th point.
Behind him are Richmond (1920-39) and-Peter Herms (9-3039). Dan Muse ( 18-18-36),
Leach (12-21-33) and Ralph
Robinson (9-23-32) are right UNH junior guard Rodney Johnson(12) goes up for a jumper against Dartmouth Tuesday
behind-them. <'
- •• night. UNH won 62-59 against its cross-state rival.(Robin Stieff pho~o)
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Women's b-ball
team downs BU
By Chris Urick
ATTENTION TEAMS OF
THE SEABOARD CONFERENCE: The UNH women's
basketball team is finally rounding the corner, so watch out!
After suffering through a tough
schedule, and heartbreaking
defeats back in December, the
Lady Wildcats are back on the
winning path. Their latest casualty came Wednesday night as
they knocked off Boston University 70-56, thus evening up
their conference record at 1-1.
UNH broke this game open
late in the first half. With the
score 22-21, in BU's favor, UNH
rallied to score the last twelve
points behind some pure outside
shooting and the intense inside
play of Kelly Butterfield. Butterfield tied Michele Altobello
for game high scoring honors
with 16 points, but more impressively· she pulled down 20
( not a mis print) rebounds.
"Kelly played obsessed last
night, she's really becoming a
force inside," said a happy head
coach Cecelia DeMarco. "When
the other players see her playing
like that, it sparks them to play
harder."
The second half saw UNH up
their lead to 37-22, as Terri
Mulliken and Altobello sank
outside shots, but BU scored
eight of the next ten points to
cut it to 39-30. After Renee
Kurowski cut UNH's lead to 4536 with 13:59 to play, UNH
ranoff the next ten points to go
up 55-36 with 9:11 to play. The
keys during that stretch were·
the outside shooting and great
all around play of freshman
guards Melissa Pfefferle, and
Altobello.
"They (Pfefferle and Alto.hello) are reallr developing into,

fine players, they're giving us
the outside shooting and have
really been the keys for us," said
DeMarco.
UNH increased the lead to
as much as 21 at 59-38 on a Terri
Crete jumper, and held off BU
the rest of the way to up their
record ro 7-12.
The team returns to action
. today at the Lundholm Gymnasium as they take on Brooklyn
College. It's an important game,
as UNH tries to gain momentum going into the playoffs.
"This conference win throws
us back into the thick of things.
It puts us at 1-1. What we do
tomorrow night will show us
how far we go the rest of this
year," said an enthusiastic De- .
Marco. "Our goal at the start
of the season was to play good
ball against the tougher teams
in December, and then when
we get to the teams we' re really
competitive with in January and
February, continue to play good
ball and take it right into the
playoffs. Anything can happen
in a one game situation (in the
playoffs)," added DeMarco.
So be warned Brooklyn, BU,
Northeastern and the rest of
~-"'"''"'""'
the conference. The Wildcats
are back and better than ever.
The UNH women's basketball team put together its best game of the season in defeating
Boston University 70-56 Wednesday night.(Charles Smith Jr. photo)
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Eagle comeback stops men's hockey
By Chris Heisenberg
Despite a 48 save effort by
Bruce Gillies, the UNH Wildcats dropped a 5-3 decision to
Hockey East leading Boston
College, last night at Snively
Arena.
Gillies, who recorded 45 saves
in UNH's 4-3 yictory over BC

last month, turned in another
superb performance in last
night's game.
"Brucie played a great game,"
said Freshman Mike Rossetti.
"They had a lot of quality shots,
especially in the second period."
UNH came out in front of a
full house crowd and quickly

"We came out flying, but they
kept getting better as the game
went on," defenseman Allister
Brown said. "They may have
been stale, but they capitalized
on their opportunities in the
game."
BC evened things in the
second on goals by Tim Mitchell
and Greg Boudreau, but Peter
Douris answered with a powerplay tally with 31 seconds
remaining in the period.
Again the opponents managed to score in the last minute
of a period, as BC s Doug Brown
lifted a rebound over Gillies
while these UNH fans were still
waving their "Go Wildcats"
hands for Douris' goal.
In the third, Neil Shea flipped
a· centering pass from Hockey
East leading scorer Scott Harlow
over Gillies.
"Once they took the lead they
tightened up defensively," Rick
Lambert said. "They changed
their forechecking, sending in
the wingers."
"They changed their system,"
said Rossetti. "In the second we
had trouble breaking out because
they crashed their defensemen
in."
At 6:28 Ken Hodge Jr. took
an errant pass and passed a
defender on the right. Hodge
took the puck to the forehand
and beat Gillies to the glove
hand.
In the closing minutes UNH
came within bounces of pulling
closer, but bounces cost Ralph
Robinson, Douris and Steve
Leach scoring chances.
NOTES-UNH is now 10Wildcat forward Steve Leach(ll) carries the puck thru center ice. UNH lost to Boston College last night at Snively Arena 19, and trails Northeastern by
HOCKEY, page 31
.
, 5-3.(Robin Stieff photo)
went up 2-0. First, Rossetti stole
a breakout and fed Scott Ellison
who lifted the puck over BC's
Scott Gordon.
Minutes later Steve Leach fed
cross-ice to center James Richmond who scored his 19th goal
in the same spot Ellison had just
scored in.

